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ABSTRACT8

The Galactic Plane Infrared Polarization Survey (GPIPS) seeks to characterize the9

magnetic field in the dusty Galactic disk using near-infrared stellar polarimetry. All10

GPIPS observations were completed using the 1.83 m Perkins telescope and Mimir in-11

strument. GPIPS observations surveyed 76 deg2 of the northern Galactic plane, from12

Galactic longitudes 18 to 56◦ and latitudes −1 to +1◦, in the H-band (1.6 µm). Sur-13

veyed stars span 7th to 16th mag, resulting in nearly 10 million stars with measured14

linear polarizations. Of these stars, ones with mH < 12.5 mag and polarization per-15

centage uncertainties under 2% were judged to be high quality and number over one16

million. GPIPS data reveal plane-of-sky magnetic field orientations for numerous in-17

terstellar clouds for AV values to ∼30 mag. The average sky separation of stars with18

mH < 12.5 mag is about 30 arcsec, or about 60 per Planck polarization resolution19

element. Matching to Gaia DR2 showed the brightest GPIPS stars are red giants with20

distances in the 0.6–7.5 kpc range. Polarization orientations are mostly parallel to the21
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Galactic disk, with some zones showing significant orientation departures. Changes in22

orientations are stronger as a function of Galactic longitude than of latitude. Consid-23

ered at 10 arcmin angular scales, directions that show the greatest polarization fractions24

and narrowest polarization position angle distributions are confined to about ten large,25

coherent structures that are not correlated with star forming clouds. The GPIPS po-26

larimetric and photometric data products (Data Release 4 catalogs and images) are27

publicly available for over 13 million stars.28

Keywords: magnetic fields – polarization – techniques: polarimetry – surveys – ISM:29

magnetic fields – Galaxy: disk30

1. INTRODUCTION31

The magnetic field in the cool, dusty, star-forming interstellar medium (ISM) of the Milky Way32

has not been well-described and the roles played by the magnetic field in cloud, clump/core, star,33

and planet formation and evolution are rather poorly understood. This is mostly due to a lack of34

high-quality, high-resolution data that can reveal the magnetic field in such settings and can be used35

to characterize the importance of the magnetic field. Yet knowledge of the field properties, especially36

strength and orientation, is vital to assessing the relative roles of gravity, turbulence, and magnetic37

fields in star formation (see review by Crutcher 2012).38

Magnetic fields associated with the Milky Way were first revealed in the optical starlight linear-39

polarization studies of Hiltner (1949a,b) and Hall (1949), and the later surveys of Mathewson & Ford40

(1970) and Klare & Neckel (1977), who found strong associations of starlight polarization orientations41

with the Galactic plane orientation. Linear polarization of the light from background stars occurs42

because the intervening ISM contains spinning dust grains that are aligned with local magnetic field43

directions via the Radiative Aligned Torques (RATs) mechanism (Lazarian & Hoang 2007; Andersson44

et al. 2015). This results in anisotropic absorption (dichroism) of the isotropically emitted starlight.45

Sky-projected magnetic field orientations are revealed as the linear polarization orientations of the46

electric field vector amplitudes of the stellar radiation. Published optical polarization studies were47
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collected in the compendium of Heiles (2000) and studied by Fosalba et al. (2002). However, as48

shown by the latter, the stars in the Heiles (2000) collection predominantly had distances out to only49

∼1 kpc and exhibited only up to a few magnitudes of visual extinction AV . Additionally, the average50

sky sampling of the stars measured for polarization was about one star per two square degrees, much51

too sparse to permit study of all but the closest, largest, and least-extincted molecular clouds.52

Studies of radio synchrotron emission intensity and polarization have revealed much about the53

magnetic field in the hot, plasma phase of the Milky Way and in other galaxies (e.g., reviews by54

Beck et al. 1996; Noutsos 2012; Beck 2015; Haverkorn 2015; Han 2017; Akahori et al. 2018). Faraday55

rotation measurements of linear polarization from Galactic pulsars and distant AGN have been used56

to explore the symmetry of the Milky Way’s halo magnetic field and to provide a glimpse of the57

nature of the disk magnetic field (e.g., Rand & Kulkarni 1989; Han et al. 1999, 2006; Brown et al.58

2007; Van Eck et al. 2011; Han et al. 2018). However, cold molecular clouds contain little of the hot59

plasma traced by radio wavelength polarization Rotation Measures (RM), leaving the magnetic field60

in the star-forming ISM component inadequately explored.61

Complex models of the Galactic magnetic field have been developed based on these radio continuum62

techniques (e.g., Ferrière & Schmitt 2000; Brown et al. 2007; Jaffe et al. 2010; Moss et al. 2010; Van63

Eck et al. 2011; Jansson & Farrar 2012; Han et al. 2018), with large numbers of model parameters64

used to characterize the halo and disk fields and including spiral arms. Yet agreement as to the65

number, pitch angles, and magnetic field directions along and between spiral arms has remained66

elusive for the Milky Way. This is partially due to our location within the Galactic disk and partially67

due to the lack of adequate magnetic field probes of the cool, star-forming molecular gas and dust68

that dominate the mass of the diffuse matter in the ISM.69

This situation improved with the release of the Planck (Planck Collaboration Int. I 2011) polariza-70

tion maps (Planck Collaboration Int. XIX 2015), which sampled the full sky at angular resolutions71

as fine as 5 arcmin for 353 GHz (850 µm) observations of the Galactic plane. Polarization at these72

wavelengths is due to modified thermal emission from anisotropic, spinning dust grains, which tend73

to align their long axes perpendicular to the local magnetic field orientation through the same RATs74
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mechanism that produces optical and infrared starlight polarization. For emission polarimetry, the75

result is a linearly-polarized submm intensity whose maximum electric field amplitude orientation76

appears perpendicular to the sky-projected magnetic field orientation. These data still suffer from low77

angular resolution and line-of-sight confusion, however, as the optically thin submm wavelengths lead78

to the collection and averaging of signals from all emitting structures along the line-of-sight. This is79

especially problematic in the Galactic midplane, where the Planck lines of sight can extend to many80

tens of kpc, but the spiral arms and individual clouds whose magnetic properties are sought only81

span tiny fractions of these distances (Planck Collaboration Int. XXI 2015). Planck data have been82

particularly effective for the study of larger, relatively nearby clouds and filaments that are located83

away from the confusion presented by the Galactic plane (Soler et al. 2016; Planck Collaboration84

Int. XXXII 2016; Planck Collaboration Int. XXXV 2016). These studies find that the dust grain85

alignment, which is associated with magnetic field orientation, changes depending on the observed86

values of the gas and dust column densities, traced using the Histograms of Relative Orientation87

method (Soler et al. 2013; Planck Collaboration Int. XXXII 2016; Planck Collaboration Int. XXXV88

2016) and other techniques (Planck Collaboration XII 2018).89

On smaller angular scales, linearly-polarized thermal dust emission from the high column-density90

regions associated with massive star-forming cloud cores has been probed at mm, submm, and/or91

far-infrared (FIR) wavebands from the ground (Barvainis et al. 1988), from balloons (Cudlip et al.92

1982; Hu et al. 2019), and from airborne platforms (KAO: Hildebrand et al. (1984); SOFIA: Chuss93

et al. (2018)). At these wavelengths, the magnetic field has been characterized over angular scales94

as fine as about ten arcsecs, but only for the small regions that are bright enough (many MJ sr−1)95

to permit polarization detection. Recently, the POL-2 instrument on JCMT has been used96

by the BISTRO team (see Ward-Thompson et al. 2017) to map and study thermal dust97

emission polarization across a number of star-forming cloud cores (e.g., Wang et al.98

2019; Coudé et al. 2019) and to fainter surface brightness levels (Soam et al. 2018; Liu99

et al. 2019). Additionally, Zeeman Effect circular-polarization spectroscopy of cool molecular gas100

in dark clouds (Crutcher et al. 2009) and in masers associated with high-mass star formation regions101
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(Fish et al. 2003) has revealed magnetic properties within some molecular cloud environments, but at102

low angular resolution and sensitivity for the former and only in the special locations and conditions103

associated with high-mass star formation for the latter.104

Millimeter and submm interferometers have proven ideal for examining thermal dust emission105

polarimetry on the finest of size scales (e.g., Akeson & Carlstrom 1997; Rao et al. 1998; Girart et106

al. 2006; Hull et al. 2017), down to a few tens of AU, though scattering of submm emission by107

protoplanetary disks also yields strong polarization signals (Kataoka et al. 2015) and may greatly108

alter magnetic field interpretations. The physical extents of the regions studied are limited to less109

than a fraction of a parsec, typically, and so are inadequate to address the nature of magnetic fields110

affecting cloud and core/clump formation that takes place over larger size scales.111

The Galactic Plane Infrared Polarization Survey (GPIPS: Clemens et al. 2012a, hereafter Paper I)112

was begun in 2006 to address the lack of data available for revealing magnetic field properties for113

the denser, star-forming material in the disk of the Milky Way. GPIPS was a ground-based survey114

covering 76 deg2 of the northern Galactic plane, including the majority of the star-forming portion115

of the midplane, and matching the zone covered by the molecular gas probing 13CO (J = 1 → 0)116

Galactic Ring Survey (GRS; Jackson et al. 2006). GPIPS observations were collected using the117

1.83 m Perkins telescope located on Anderson Mesa outside Flagstaff, AZ which was operated by118

Lowell Observatory until 2019 June and Boston University thereafter. The Mimir near-infrared (NIR)119

imaging polarimeter and spectrometer (Clemens et al. 2007) was used to acquire the GPIPS data,120

which were reduced, calibrated, and analyzed using custom IDL-based software. The GPIPS project121

recently completed all observations and data processing, leading to this fourth data release (DR41).122

The observations comprising GPIPS are summarized in Section 2. The characteristics of the data123

and released data products in DR4 are presented in Section 3 and in the Appendices. The Galactic124

latitude and longitude dependencies of polarization properties are explored in Section 4. Findings125

1 Available in full form from http://sites.bu.edu/gpips and planned for release in more limited form from the Infrared

Space Archive (IRSA).
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regarding the nature of the magnetic field in the Galactic disk are described in Section 5. Section 6126

summarizes key GPIPS characteristics and the general findings.127

2. OBSERVATIONS, DATA PROCESSING, AND SURVEY QUALITY CONTROL128

2.1. Observations and Basic Data Products129

Descriptions of the motivation, design, and implementation of the data collection strategies for130

GPIPS are detailed in the survey introduction paper (Paper I), the survey calibration paper (Clemens131

et al. 2012b, Paper II), and the first data release (DR1) paper (Clemens et al. 2012c, Paper III).132

GPIPS was conducted over more than 400 nights on the 1.83 m Perkins telescope between 2006133

and 2019. NIR polarimetric observations were obtained for overlapping sky fields spanning Galactic134

longitudes (GL) of 18 to 56◦ and Galactic latitudes (GB) of −1 to +1◦ in the northern, inner Milky135

Way disk. Each equatorial-oriented sky field covered one 10× 10 arcmin2 field-of-view (FOV) of the136

Mimir instrument, pointed toward one of 3,237 centers on the 9 × 9 arcmin spaced grid making up137

GPIPS. The Mimir pixel size of 0.58×0.58 arcsec2 was designed to adequately sample the ∼1.5 arcsec138

average seeing at the Perkins telescope site. Each FOV was observed as 96 (or up to 119) individual139

images, each of 2.5 sec exposure time. Each image was taken through one of 16 independent rotational140

orientations of an internal, cold, half-wave plate (HWP) in Mimir, to modulate the incoming linear141

polarization for analysis by a fixed, internal, cold, wire-grid prior to detection by the 1024×1024 pixel142

InSb ALADDIN III array detector. Performing a 6-position (or 7-position2) sky dither, with typical143

offsets of 15-18 arcsec, for each sky field allowed removal of the effects due to bad or missing144

detector pixels, boosted the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and provided robustness against a variety145

of observing, data, or data processing problems.146

The 6 (or 7) dithered images of a sky field obtained through each unique HWP orientation angle were147

spatially registered, filtered of bad pixels, and summed to yield one HWP image. The resulting 16148

HWP images were also summed to yield one deeper photometric image of the field. The brightnesses149

2 GPIPS observing modes evolved from seven sky pointings, with 17 HWP images at each pointing direction for 119

total images in the earliest years, to six sky pointings with 17 HWP images (102 total images), and finally to six

pointings of 16 images (96 total images per FOV).
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and positions of stars found in that deep image were measured and are listed in the photometry150

catalog (PHOTCAT: Paper III) data product. The positions of these stars served as a basis for the151

stellar photometry performed on each of the 16 HWP images for each field. The stellar brightness152

variations as a function of HWP angle (e.g., Figure 16 of Clemens et al. (2007)) were calibrated and153

analyzed to quantify the linear polarization attributes, which are listed in the polarization catalog154

(POLCAT: Paper III) data product. Photometric in-band calibration and astrometry were performed155

using the ∼200 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006) stars detected in each Mimir FOV (Paper I).156

Stellar photometry was obtained using a method based on point spread function (PSF) modeling157

and stellar neighbor removal followed by multi-aperture photometry, as described in Paper I. This158

method used stars in an image as the basis to create a detector-location dependent variable-PSF159

model for the image. The model was used to fit and subtract the brightness contributions from all160

stars within about 15 arcsec of each target star prior to the application of aperture photometry on161

the target star. This process was found to be necessary to achieve polarization SNR values similar162

to those expected from the photon noise of each target star (Paper I). The fitting and subtraction163

of nearest neighbors and subsequent aperture photometry of the target star was repeated for every164

PHOTCAT star appearing in each of the summed images.165

Calibration of polarization efficiency, instrumental polarization contributions, and polarization po-166

sition angle fiducials were based on observations of previously known polarized stars (Whittet et al.167

1992) as well as (mostly unpolarized) globular cluster stars, particularly of globular clusters located168

far from the disk of the Milky Way. Both calibration procedures are described in the GPIPS cali-169

bration paper (Paper II). The stars in the globular cluster fields were used to map the instrumental170

polarization across the detector FOV of Mimir. This took the form of central (boresight) globular171

cluster placements as well as tens of placements of the globular clusters across the full Mimir FOV.172

The resulting polarization percentage calibration uncertainty was at, or under, 0.10% (Paper II).173

Subsequent checks of Whittet et al. (1992) standards and monitoring of instrumental174

polarization for each observation indicated a lack of temporal evolution of calibration175

values.176
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2.2. Survey Quality Control177

The GPIPS introduction paper (Paper I) listed three principal quality goals that the data needed178

to meet in order to be included in public data releases. The first was a seeing goal, which required179

the combined deep photometric image for an observed field to have 2 arcsec or smaller mean full-180

width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) stellar PSF profiles. In DR4, 99.4% of the FOVs meet this goal,181

with no FOV exhibiting a FWHM exceeding 2.25 arcsec. The second goal required the axis ratio182

of the PSF shape in the deep photometric image for each FOV to be smaller than 1.5, in order to183

prevent wind-driven telescope motion from corrupting PSF construction and photometry. All DR4184

data products meet this goal. The final goal permitted rejection of no more than five images, of the185

96 to 119 images comprising the observation of a single field, due to poorly formed PSF shapes or186

bad detector readouts. This goal was met by 99.5% of the final DR4 FOVs, with all FOVs having at187

least 89 good images that sampled all 16 HWP orientations. Note that some faint stars might not188

be detected in all 16 HWP images. The number of independent HWP image detections for each star189

is contained in the DR4 data products.190

Additional data quality goals were found to be necessary and led to many of the GPIPS fields being191

re-observed. New goals included upper limits on the true pointing accuracy of each FOV relative to192

its target grid center direction, the amplitude of slow time-variations in sky transmission during the193

course of an observation, and the amplitude of fast time-variations in sky transmission (sky noise).194

Goals also included an absence of zero-phase reset errors (Paper III) in the HWP rotation unit and a195

positive assessment of data quality with respect to the resulting polarization pattern as it appeared196

in each FOV. This latter set of tests were triggered by the discovery of artificial polarization patterns197

that appeared sometimes. The goal-identifying keywords and values for each FOV are listed in the198

Field Properties Summary Table in the DR4 distribution. These are described in Appendix A, with199

a shortened version of the Field Properties Summary Table presented as Table A1.200

The overall high quality of the DR4 data, with respect to the many quality control checks and201

characterizations, was judged to have met the GPIPS project goals, leading to cessation of new202

observations on 27 June 2019.203
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3. GPIPS DR4 DATA PRODUCTS AND CHARACTERIZATIONS204

The data processing steps involved in transforming the 96 to 119 raw instrument images that205

comprise an observation of a single FOV to the final photometry, polarimetry, and combined deep206

photometric image for that FOV are described in Paper I. No significant deviations from these steps207

occurred for DR4, with the exception of the inclusion of improved 2MASS and GLIMPSE (Benjamin208

et al. 2003) stellar matching, as noted in Appendix B.209

The resulting data products released as DR4 take the form of a set of FOV-based products, a single210

data file containing unique star entries, supporting metadata files, and the Summary Table. Because211

of the overlapping FOV design of GPIPS, many stars appear in more than one FOV (Paper III).212

Duplicate stars were identified, their polarization properties averaged, and a single data file with213

unique star entries was developed from these self-matches and from the non-overlapping stars. Both214

forms of these data products, FOV-based and unique star based, are described below.215

3.1. FOV-Based DR4 Data Products216

The FOV-based data products follow the DR1 forms described in Paper III. They are, for each of217

the 3,237 FOVs, a file of stellar polarimetry (a POLCAT), a file of stellar photometry (a PHOTCAT),218

the deep photometric image (a FITS file), and printable image files (in PDF and Postscript) showing219

the deep image of the stars in a FOV overlaid with the UF1 (see Section 3.3 and Appendix C)220

high-reliability linear polarization orientation lines. The GPIPS stars were also matched to 2MASS221

stars and to GLIMPSE stars, as described in Paper III (but modified as described in Appendix B),222

and updated photometry from those data sets were included in the POLCAT and PHOTCAT files.223

The characterizing properties of stars in each of the Gaia DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016,224

2018), 2MASS, GLIMPSE, and WISE (Wright et al. 2010) data sets that positionally matched to225

PHOTCAT and POLCAT stars, as described in Appendix B, are contained in additional DR4 files226

for each GPIPS FOV. In addition, copies of the hand-written observing logs for each night, the Field227

Properties Summary Table (shown in short form as Table A1), and a text file of explanatory Data228

Release Notes are included in DR4.229
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Information in the FOV-based PHOTCAT files include metadata related to the observations and230

data calibration as well as entries reporting the in-band photometric properties measured for each231

star. Similar information, augmented by the H-band polarization data for each star in the field, is232

contained in the POLCAT files. The set of data values for each star include an RA-ordered serial233

number, an equatorial coordinate based designation, the X (column) and Y (row) pixel locations234

where the star appears in the registered and combined deep photometric image, the mean X and Y235

pixel location of the star as it appears in detector coordinates (used for instrumental polarization236

correction), the J2000 R.A. and decl., the H-band magnitude (calibrated to the 2MASS H-band237

magnitudes for the stars in the FOV, but not corrected for color effects), internal and external238

uncertainties in the H-band magnitude, sky count level, debiased linear polarization percentage3239

P ′ and its uncertainty σP , the equatorial polarization position angle (EPA, or PA), the Galactic240

polarization position angle (GPA), the uncertainty in position angle (σPA), and the Stokes Q and U241

fractional values and uncertainties (as normalized by Stokes I).242

3.2. Unique-Star DR4 Data Products243

The FOV-based PHOTCATs were examined to find duplicate stars appearing in neighboring FOVs.244

A master catalog of unique stars was constructed from the stars that had no duplicates plus the245

duplicate stars. For each set of duplicates, their polarization properties were averaged using inverse246

variance weighting of their Stokes U and Q values, followed by computation of the raw polarization247

percentage, its uncertainty, the debiased polarization percentage, the polarization position angle, and248

its uncertainty. The usage flag (UF) designation (see Section 3.3, below) was redetermined and could249

differ from the FOV-based designations due to lowered uncertainties in σP .250

The total number of PHOTCAT stars, after resolving duplicates, is nearly 14 million. The dif-251

ferences in the numbers of FOV-based star counts and unique star counts is 10.6% of the former.252

This indicates that the effective Mimir FOV size, accounting for dithering and field-to-field overlap,253

3 GPIPS debiased linear polarization percentages follow Paper I such that P ′ = (P 2
RAW − σ2

P )0.5 for the case where the

measured PRAW is greater than its uncertainty σP and zero otherwise.
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is about 9.5 × 9.5 arcmin2. Analysis performed using the unique star file will be more accurate in254

terms of accounting for the actual numbers of stars.255

The unique star data file also contains photometric and parallax information based on cross-256

matching GPIPS to Gaia DR2, 2MASS, GLIMPSE, and WISE . The matching process and statistics257

of the match results are described in Appendix B, as are the contents and formats of the entries in258

the unique star data file.259

3.3. Stellar Usage Flag Designations260

As described in Paper III and shown in Figure 16 there, a measure of reliability may be obtained261

from the values of polarization percentage uncertainty and H-band magnitude for each star. GPIPS262

stars that have mH < 12.5 mag and σP < 2% were identified as being of high quality and were263

classified as UF1 (Usage Flag = 1) stars. Additionally, those UF1 stars with debiased polarization264

SNR (P′SNR ≡ P ′/σP ) exceeding three, corresponding to σPA < 9.6◦, became the UF0 subset.265

Outside of the values defining UF1, stars were classified as UF2 if they had 12.5 ≤ mH < 14 mag266

and 2 ≤ σP < 10%. The remainder of the stars in the POLCATs were classified as UF3. The UF267

designation for each star is included in the FOV-based POLCAT files and in the unique star file. Note268

that the particular mH and σP values that define the three UF types are tied to GPIPS observing269

details. Other data sets require different boundary values to invoke their UF classifications.270

As explored in Paper III, the UF1 stars generally are of sufficient quality to yield polarization271

position angle uncertainties low enough for independent use to reveal magnetic field orientations.272

The UF2 and UF3 stars are generally only useful for probing magnetic field properties when grouped273

and averaged by sky zone and/or magnitude. The SNR distributions of the stars, binned by UF274

value, are explored in more detail in Appendix C.275

Table 1 lists the numbers of stars in these UF designations in the FOV-based POLCATs and in the276

unique star data file. UF1 stars account for 10-11% of all POLCAT stars. When averaged over the277

76 deg2 survey region, these imply average sampling of about one per 0.27-0.29 arcmin2, or a mean278

separation of 31-33 arcsec between UF1 stars. This exceeds the GPIPS requirement (Paper I) of one279

star per 45 arcsec and meets the GPIPS goal of one pc mean sampling of dusty molecular clouds out280
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Table 1. GPIPS DR4 Stars and Polarization Quality

Usage Flag mH Range σP Range Number of Stars

Designation (mag) (%) FOV-based Unique

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

UF1 mH < 12.5 σP < 2.0 1,021,274 932,131

UF0 adds σPA < 9.6◦ 238,955 234,530

UF2 12.5 ≤ mH < 14.0 2.0 ≤ σP < 10.0 2,876,808 2,538,898

UF3 14.0 ≤ mH 10.0 ≤ σP 5,809,074 5,014,999

POLCAT Total 9,707,156 8,486,028

PHOTCAT Total 15,512,486 13,861,329

to 6 kpc distance. UF0 values are listed in italics to highlight that it is a subset of UF1. The total281

number of stars in the photometrically deeper PHOTCAT files is over 15 million for the FOV-based282

sample and nearly 14 million for the unique star sample.283

3.4. Multi-Scale Near-Infrared Polarization Overview284

Figure 1 presents a visual summary of GPIPS data, spanning angular scales from arcseconds to285

the tens of degrees characterizing the full survey region. The upper-left, A-panel displays one Mimir286

FOV of data, after processing. This field (number 1619) is located at the center of the GPIPS survey,287

at (GL, GB) = (37.0◦, 0.0◦). Shown in the reversed, gray-scale background is the deep photometric288

image constructed from the sum of the 96 individual images. Overlaid on the gray-scale image are289

lines indicating the polarization properties of the starlight. Line lengths are proportional to H-band290

debiased linear polarization percentages. Line orientations indicate equatorial polarization position291

angles (EPA - measured East from North). Lines colored red represent polarization properties292

for stars classified as UF1. Lines colored blue are for UF2 stars. Most of the line orientations,293

both red and blue, point along a direction from southwest to northeast, revealing that the dominant294

magnetic field orientation in this FOV is somewhat parallel to the Galactic plane. There is a wide295

range in polarization percentage values, from below 1% to well beyond 5%. Some lines, mostly for296
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UF2 stars (in blue), exhibit position angles nearly perpendicular to the dominant orientation. These297

may represent real magnetic field direction changes along some lines of sight or their deviations298

may be due to their lower SNR values. In the FOV covered by the A-panel, the total number of299

polarization-measured stars (UF1+UF2+UF3) is 1,926 while the stars without measured polarization300

(PHOTCAT entries minus POLCAT entries for this field) number 1,481.301
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Figure 1. Multi-scale overview of GPIPS data products and derived quantities.
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Figure 1 caption, continued:

(Upper left, A-panel): Equatorial, reversed gray-scale representation of the deep photometric image for field

number 1619. Colored lines through stars encode UF1 and UF2 P ′ and EPA. UF3 information is suppressed

in this panel. A red 2% P ′ reference scale appears in the lower left corner. The Galactic equator is identified

by the brown, dashed, diagonal line and “B = 0.0 deg” label. (Upper right, B-panel): Enlargement of

selected portion of the A-panel. Colored lines identify polarization detections and circles identify P ′ upper

limits. Gaia DR2 star matches are shown as the brown symbols. (Middle, C-panel): A 2×0.5◦ portion of the

northern Galactic mid-plane, shown in Galactic coordinates. Individual GPIPS FOVs are shown as rotated

gray squares, aligned to Galactic orientations. Gray-scale shade encodes median percentage polarization,

ranging from 1% (white) to 3.5% (black). Red lines (of uniform length) represent the median Galactic

polarization position angle of the UF1 stars in each FOV. They reveal a mostly disk-parallel magnetic

field, but also some departures from uniformity. (Bottom, D-panel): Low-resolution representation of the

median polarization percentage and median polarization position angles across the full GPIPS survey region.

Gray-scale encodes median polarization percentage, from 1.1% (white) to 2.4% (black).

In Figure 1, the upper-right, B-panel shows a zoomed-in view of a 60×60 arcsec2 region drawn from302

the upper-left, A-panel. In the B-panel, the inverse gray-scale shows the presence of many tens of303

stars. The mean PSF FWHM is 1.8 arcsec, which is only somewhat greater than the average for the304

entire GPIPS data set. Lines and circles indicate stellar polarization detections (P ′ > 0%) and upper305

limits (P ′ = 0%), respectively: red for UF1 stars (8 detections, no upper limits), blue for UF2 stars306

(3 detections, 7 upper limits), and green for UF3 stars (3 detections, 8 upper limits). Orientation307

line lengths encode debiased linear polarization percentage in H-band. Line orientations encode308

polarization equatorial position angles. Nearly all of the stars in the B-panel have been measured for309

polarization, as noted by their hosting either an associated orientation line or a circle.310

In the B-panel, Gaia DR2 stars are indicated as brown symbols. All stars that appear in Gaia DR2311

are matched to POLCAT entries for this 1× 1 arcmin2 field. Yet, the natures of the Gaia -matched312

stars are complex. Only five of the eight UF1 stars have Gaia matches, with a couple of the most313

NIR-bright UF1 stars not matched to Gaia stars. These non-matches are strongly reddened (mean314

H − K ∼ 1.2 mag, or AV ∼ 17 mag), which affects Gaia g-band, optical magnitudes more than315
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GPIPS H-band magnitudes. The effects of reddening on the ability of Gaia to provide distances to316

GPIPS POLCAT stars are explored in greater detail in Section 4.1.317

The middle, C-panel of Figure 1 spans 2◦ of Galactic longitude and presents each plotted GPIPS318

FOV as a single, gray-scale, rotated square with an inset red orientation line. The rotation of the319

field from the A-panel to the C-panel is due to the relative orientations of the equatorial orientation320

of Mimir and the Galactic plane. Each of the 41 FOVs shown in the C-panel is shaded to represent321

a single representative polarization percentage. These were computed as the medians of the UF1322

star values for each FOV and are encoded as gray-scale values, where black represents the greatest323

polarization percentage. A single red orientation line is oriented in each FOV to display the similarly324

computed mean polarization position angle, in Galactic coordinates.325

These representative values were obtained from the median values of polarization percentage and326

Galactic position angle (GPA) for the UF1 stars in each FOV, as described in Section 4. They327

represent a single, coarse characterization of the polarization properties for each FOV. Across the328

C-panel, the mean H-band polarization fraction is seen to vary from a low of 1% to a high of 3%,329

with the A-panel field exhibiting a value of 2.3%. The red lines show that the magnetic field being330

traced (at 10 arcmin resolution) is mostly parallel to the Galactic plane, but some FOVs also exhibit331

significant, coherent deviations of polarization position angle.332

The bottom, D-panel of Figure 1 encompasses the entire GPIPS region with representations of333

polarization percentage and position angle that relate to those shown in the previous panels. The334

single-FOV median properties of P ′ and GPA of the UF1 stars were smoothed, using gaussian distance335

weighting (FWHM=0.75◦) onto a 0.5× 0.5 sq deg grid. The red position angle orientation lines are336

mostly parallel to the Galactic plane, but again show significant deviations, notably near Galactic337

longitudes 22, 29, 34, 41, 44, and 52-56◦. The averages shown are coarse representations, as no Stokes338

U , Q averaging was performed - instead, straight averages of the FOV median values were used.339

GPIPS data reveal a generally disk-parallel magnetic field, with some departures likely due to340

interactions with the gas dynamics present in the thin, molecular disk of the Milky Way.341
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4. ANALYSES342

This section begins with an analysis of the natures of the GPIPS stars that match, and do not343

match, to Gaia DR2 stars. The details of the matching algorithm and the resulting match statistics344

may be found in Appendix B. In Section 4.2, characterizations of the data products from the same345

central FOV of the GPIPS survey (number 1619; Figure 1.A) are described and evaluated to introduce346

the FOV-based stellar polarization characterizations employed throughout the subsequent analyses.347

These single-FOV evaluations provide physical insight into the nature of the region being probed and348

the magnetic field properties sampled along the sight-lines contained in each FOV. These character-349

izations were then applied to the entire set of GPIPS FOVs, as described in Section 4.3, to establish350

general distribution functions (i.e., marginalized over GL and GB, so zero-dimensional),351

one-dimensional (1-D) Galactic longitude and latitude distributions of the polarization properties,352

tests for correlations among the properties, and two-dimensional Galactic directional distributions of353

the polarization properties.354

4.1. The Natures of the GPIPS-to-Gaia Matching, and Non-Matching, Stars355

The utility of GPIPS data products for revealing magnetic field properties depends on the charac-356

teristics of the stars observed, as well as the natures of the dust and gas distributed along the lines357

of sight to the stars. The GPIPS observations were designed (Paper I) to ensure that most of the358

stars that would have polarization detections would be moderately extincted (1 ≤ AV ≤ 30 mag),359

and thereby polarized, distant giants. The analysis of the first 17% of GPIPS data (DR1; Paper III)360

confirmed the expected excess of giants over nearby dwarfs. Stellar reddening excesses E(H − K)361

as great as 2 mag were found in DR1. Such excesses implied that extinctions were being probed to362

about 30 mag of AV .363

However, accurate distances to the GPIPS stars remained elusive until the release of Gaia DR2.364

One important distance to establish is the minimum needed through the diffuse ISM to develop365

detectable NIR polarization signatures to GPIPS levels. This “near horizon” for GPIPS is likely366

beyond the extent of the Local Bubble (Lallement et al. 2003), but is it close enough to reveal367
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magnetic fields for dark molecular clouds at 300-400 pc? The “far horizon” would be the distance368

limit beyond which GPIPS stars are too faint or too extincted to be detected. Both distances are369

needed to estimate the range of line-of-sight distances over which GPIPS data offer the most useful370

magnetic field information.371

The matching of Gaia and GPIPS stars, described in Appendix B, led to the creation of FOV-based372

files of Gaia star information and their corresponding GPIPS star match identifiers. Examination373

of the characteristics of the stars with GPIPS-Gaia matches, and those without such matches, was374

performed to establish stellar characterizations and to reveal the GPIPS near- and far-horizons.375

Figure 2 displays contour representations of the stellar count density distributions of selected Gaia376

stars matched to subsets of GPIPS stars, as functions of the optical, g-band (Gaia Collaboration et377

al. 2018) apparent magnitude and the base-10 log of the Gaia parallax π (in mas) to each star. Gaia378

stars included in this plot had g-band magnitude uncertainties less than 0.66 mag, parallax SNRs379

(≡ π/σπ) ≥ 0.5, and parallaxes π > −2 mas. These liberal limits were chosen to avoid introducing380

parallax bias (Luri et al. 2018; Bailer-Jones et al. 2018) to the sample population characteristics.381

These criteria selected for just over 40% of all Gaia stars appearing in the GPIPS FOVs.382

In Figure 2, contours shown in red represent the stellar count density of the selected Gaia stars383

in the mag-parallax plane that matched to POLCAT UF1 stars (“Gaia π + UF1” in the legend).384

These matched stars account for only 3.4% of all Gaia stars but 46% of all POLCAT UF1 stars. The385

portion of the Figure exhibiting 50% of the peak density of counts of Gaia parallax stars (“Gaia π”386

hereafter) matched to UF1 stars (marked by the outermost solid red contour) spans g-band apparent387

magnitudes of about 14–18th and log parallaxes of −0.26 to −0.85, or distances of 1.8 to 7.1 kpc.388

The blue contours in Figure 2 represent the density of counts of Gaia π stars matched to POLCAT389

UF2 stars, and the green contours represent the same for UF3 stars. They both span correspondingly390

fainter apparent magnitudes at somewhat closer distances than do the UF1 stars (red contours).391

Ignoring extinction (but see the discussion regarding Figure 4 below), the g-band absolute magnitudes392

of the peaks of the UF1 (red), UF2 (blue), and UF3 (green) distributions, after correcting for the393
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Figure 2. Comparison of Gaia g-band apparent magnitudes versus Gaia parallax for stars matched and

not-matched to GPIPS POLCAT entries. Bottom horizontal axis presents base-10 logarithm of the parallax

in mas. Upper horizontal axis shows corresponding distances. Densities of star counts in this plane are

indicated by the colored contours, with values of 10 and 25% (dashed lines) and 50, 75, 90, and 97.5% (solid

lines) of the peak value for each of the four subsamples of stars. Red contours show the distribution of Gaia

stars that match to UF1 stars in POLCATs. Blue contours represent Gaia stars matched to UF2 stars and

green contours represent UF3 stars. The brown contours show the distribution of Gaia stars with parallaxes

that have no matching stellar entries in the GPIPS POLCATs. The POLCAT-matching stars tend to be

brighter and more distant than the non-matching stars.
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distance moduli implied in the parallaxes, are about 3.1, 5.0, and 6.7 mag at inferred mean distances394

of about 3.2, 2.3, and 2.0 kpc, respectively. (These, and other values are collected in Table 2)395

The brown contours in Figure 2 indicate the density of Gaia stars that meet the magnitude and396

parallax SNR selection criteria but for which no POLCAT star was matched. Again, ignoring ex-397

tinction, the g-band absolute magnitude for the peak of this distribution is about 10.9 mag, at a398

distance of about 0.78 kpc. Hence, the Gaia π stars that match to POLCAT entries have brighter399

g-band apparent magnitudes and are at greater distances, and are thereby more luminous, than the400

Gaia π stars that do not match to POLCAT entries.401

Establishing characteristic distances to the GPIPS stars (the near and far horizons) requires correct-402

ing the Gaia distances for the effects of dust extinction. This affects the optical, g-band magnitudes403

of Gaia more than it affects the NIR magnitudes of GPIPS. In Figure 3, contours of star counts in404

the (H −K) versus H-band color-magnitude plane have been colored-coded to identify nine selected405

subsets of stars. Stars in POLCATs that had Gaia π matches are represented by the red, blue, and406

green contour distributions, based on their UF1, UF2, or UF3 designations, as was done in Figure 2.407

Stars in POLCATs with Gaia star matches that did not meet the parallax criteria (“Gaia no π”),408

are represented by the orange, purple, and cyan colored contour distributions, based on their UF1,409

2, and 3 designations, respectively. GPIPS stars that did not match to any Gaia stars are shown410

by the yellow, magenta, and dark-green contours. All POLCAT NIR stellar magnitudes and colors411

included in the distributions were drawn from 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006), subject to a (H −K)412

color uncertainty criterion of ≤ 0.5 mag. These 2MASS and Gaia selection criteria, taken together,413

tend to bias the distributions against faint and red stars. This is seen as the successively smaller414

fractions of the total POLCAT stars with increasing UF number in Table 2.415

The groupings in Figure 3 reveal the expected magnitude boundaries separating UF1, 2, and 3416

stars. These boundaries are seen as the node-like vertical contours near mH = 12.5 and 14 mag,417

which are manifestations of the imposed UF definitions. The right axis indicates approximate values418

of AV , from zero to 20 mag, using the NIR Color Excess method (NICE; Lada et al. 1994).419
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Figure 3. Comparison of 2MASS H-band magnitudes and (H − K) colors for matching GPIPS UF1

(mH ∼ 12), UF2 (mH ∼ 13 − 14), and UF3 (mH ∼ 14 − 15) stars. A scale for visual extinction, assuming

average dust properties, is shown as the right axis. A reddening vector, corresponding to an AV change

of 5 mag, is shown in black at upper right. At each UF designation, three vertically offset colored sets

of contours show subsets of stars for that designation that have different Gaia DR2 matching properties.

A legend relating contour set color to Gaia DR2 matching properties is shown at upper left. The lowest

contour sets (red, blue, and light green), centered at the least red (H −K) (least AV ) values, represent star

count densities of GPIPS stars matching Gaia stars that have good parallax values (e.g., “UF1+Gaia π” in

red in the legend). The middle contour sets (orange, purple, and cyan) represent GPIPS stars that match

to Gaia stars, but for which there are no good parallax values. The highest contour sets (yellow, magenta,

dark green) represent GPIPS stars that do not match to Gaia stars. All contour sets are drawn representing

25 % (dashed) and 50, 75, 90 and 97.5% (solid) of the peak stellar counts in each distribution.
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GPIPS stars with Gaia π matches tend to be less extincted than GPIPS stars of similar H-band420

brightnesses, but for which the Gaia matches yielded no parallaxes. The GPIPS stars not matching421

to Gaia stars are the most extincted of all, as already noted in the Figure 1.B discussion. For the422

POLCAT stars matched to Gaia π stars (the red, blue, and green contours), the UF1 distribution423

peak exhibits about 2 mag of AV greater than seen at the UF2 and UF3 peaks. The UF2+Gaia π424

distribution shows a bifurcation in AV , with components near 2 and 6 AV mag. The POLCAT stars425

matched to Gaia no π stars show distribution peaks offset from the Gaia π stars distribution peaks426

by 3.5, 5.5, and 4.0 AV mag for UF1, 2, and 3, respectively. The POLCAT stars not matched to427

Gaia stars show distribution peaks offset from the Gaia π stars distribution peaks by 10, 8.5, and428

8.5 AV mag, respectively. The AV steps within each UF vertical group, of about 4 mag for Gaia π429

to Gaia no π and another 4 mag to the no-Gaia stars, show that Gaia selects the lowest extinctions430

while GPIPS without Gaia stars selects the most extincted stars.431

The UF1 stars with Gaia π matches represent 45.9% of all UF1 stars (FOV-based). The unmatched432

and no parallax subsets contain 14.0 and 31.9% of all UF1 stars, respectively. The remaining 8.2%433

of UF1 stars fails to meet the 2MASS color uncertainty criterion applied. Moving to the fainter,434

UF2 stars, those with Gaia matches and parallaxes account for 26.0% of all UF2 stars (FOV-based),435

the Gaia -unmatched and no parallax subsets account for 24.2 and 22.5%, respectively, and the436

remaining 27.3% fails the color uncertainty selection criterion. The faintest, UF3, stars with Gaia437

matches and parallaxes account for only 7.6% of UF3 stars, while only another 17.5 and 5.4% are438

in the Gaia -unmatched and no parallax subsets. The high fraction of UF3 stars failing the 2MASS439

color uncertainty selection criterion, 69.4%, is because GPIPS probed stars fainter and/or redder440

than stars in the 2MASS catalog.441

In Figure 4, extinctions and parallaxes for Gaia π stars matched to POLCAT entries are represented442

as the red-, blue-, and green-colored contours of stellar density for UF1-, UF2-, and UF3-matched443

stars, respectively, in the central, A-panel. The stars contributing to Figure 4 were required to have444

the same (H − K) color uncertainty ≤ 0.5 mag, parallax SNR ≥ 0.5, and parallax greater than445

−2 mas as for the previous Figure. POLCAT stars matched to Gaia π stars tend to have446
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extinctions ranging from 0 to >6 mag of AV , and span distances of <0.5 to about 15 kpc.447

The distances corresponding to the locations of peaks in the contour distributions are similar to those448

described for Figure 2, for each of the three subsets of stars.449

The lower, B-panel of Figure 4 shows the marginalization over NIR color as cumulative likelihoods450

(CL) of star count density with log parallax for each of the UF1, UF2, and UF3 samples that match451

to Gaia π stars and also satisfy the selection criteria applied to the 2MASS values. The UF1 CL452

(red) curve crosses the 10% and 90% horizontal dotted gray lines at about 0.91 kpc and 6.3 kpc,453

respectively. That CL curve also shows quartile boundaries at 1.6, 2.63, and 4.1 kpc. The UF2454

CL (blue) curve shows a median of about 1.95 kpc, with 10 and 90% limits of 0.72 and 4.0 kpc.455

UF3 stars (green CL curve) have a median distance of 1.78 kpc, with 10 and 90% limits of 0.71 and456

4.22 kpc. The 2MASS selection criterion on color uncertainty added some bias against fainter stars,457

so the distance values quoted here should be considered upper and lower limits, respectively for the458

10% and 90% values, though they are reasonably characteristic of the samples.459

In the right, C-panel of Figure 4, the central panel distributions have been marginalized over460

parallax to create histograms of (H − K) colors of stars in the Gaia π, Gaia no π, and no-Gaia461

groups, shown as the blue, purple, and magenta curves, respectively. The histograms have been462

normalized by the sum of the stars contained in the 0.02 mag wide bins in both histograms. These463

histograms reveal similar extinction offsets between the ∼1.6 million Gaia π matched, the∼1.1 million464

Gaia no π matched, and the 0.6 million Gaia -unmatched samples of about 4.5 mag of AV between465

each successive group, similar to what was seen in Figure 3.466

The more distant UF1 stars with Gaia π matches were also found to be somewhat more extincted467

than the fainter UF2 and UF3 subsets, at least for the contours near the peak regions of the star468

count distributions. As shown in the C-panel of Figure 4, the stars without Gaia matches are even469

more extincted, on average, than the Gaia π- and Gaia no π-matched UF1 stars. Correcting for470

the extinctions corresponding to the peaks of the colored contour distributions in Figure 4.A. (see471

Table 2), the g-band apparent magnitudes found in Figure 2 become g-band absolute magnitudes472

Mg of about −0.1, 3.4, and 4.5 mag, for the UF1, UF2, and UF3 samples, respectively.473
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Figure 4. Comparison of 2MASS (H −K) colors with Gaia parallaxes for DR4 POLCAT stars. (Central,

A-panel): Contours of normalized star count density for Gaia stars with parallaxes matched to POLCAT

stars. Contours represent 10 and 25 (dashed) and 50, 75, 90, and 99% (solid) of the peak star count density

in each sample. Extinction scale is shown inset at right; distance scale is shown along the top axis. (Bottom,

B-panel): Cumulative likelihood (CL) for the Gaia π-matching POLCAT stars. Gray dotted, dashed, and

solid lines are drawn at 10, 25, 50, 75, and 90% cumulative probabilities. (Right, C-panel): Normalized

likelihood distributions (NLD) histograms of (H − K) colors for POLCAT stars matched to Gaia π stars

(blue curve), POLCAT stars matched to Gaia no π stars (purple), and POLCAT stars not matched to Gaia

stars (magenta). The POLCAT stars without Gaia matches tend to exhibit greater values of extinction than

the stars with Gaia matches.
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Table 2 provides a summary of key characteristics of the different samples of stars analyzed in this474

Section. The columns identify the UF designation of the sample, or for the case of Gaia stars that475

do not match to POLCAT stars, a “Gaia , No POLCAT” column. The rows list the source of the476

properties in the preceding text, mostly derived from the Figure 2, Figure 3, and Figure 4 plots of477

the two-dimensional distributions of stars that match among the POLCATs, Gaia , and 2MASS. The478

locations of the peak stellar densities in Figure 2 are listed, but have not been corrected for extinction479

effects. In the Figure 3 - based rows, the UF1+Gaia π subsample is seen to account for about 46%480

of all UF1 stars, while the fainter UF2 and UF3 stars are less well-represented by matches to the481

2MASS and Gaia π archival catalog data and so the propertied derived might not be as accurately482

characterized for these stars. In the Figure 4 - based rows, the Gaia π match subset estimates for483

near, far, and mean distances for each sample are listed for multiple population percentage steps in484

the cumulative probability distributions.485

To estimate the spectral types of the POLCAT stars, the Gaia HR Diagram for low-extinction stars486

presented as Figure 5 in Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018a) was employed. For each of the AV -corrected487

Mg values noted above, the range of Gaia colors (GBP −GRP ) spanned by the majority of stars were488

identified for the three main luminosity classes (III, V, VII) and these values are reported near the489

bottom of Table 2. These colors were converted to Johnson-Cousins (V − I) using the analysis of490

Gaia colors reported in Evans et al. (2018). The (V − I) colors were used to retrieve spectral types491

for the associated luminosity classes using the tables published in Ducati et al. (2001), except the492

white dwarfs. In the absence of characterizing spectra, these were assigned DA(?) types.493

These spectral type ranges are based on the g-band apparent magnitudes, Gaia parallaxes, 2MASS494

colors, and standard NICE conversions to AV drawn from values at the peaks of each distribution495

in Figures 2, 3, and 4. The contoured distributions shown in these Figures also span ranges of all496

those quantities, so the derived spectral types should be viewed as notional characterizations, not497

quantitatively limited ones.498

In Table 2, the UF1+Gaia π matched stars span spectral types of G7–K2.5 in the giant luminosity499

class and A2–A7 in the dwarf class. However, the former is more likely to represent the stars in the500
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Table 2. Summary of UF Sample Stellar Distributions Properties

Sample

Property UF1 UF2 UF3 Gaia , No POLCAT

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Figure 2 Based: Locations of distribution peaks, no AV corrections applied

mg (mag) 15.6 16.8 18.2 20.4

log(π) (mas) −0.50 −0.36 −0.30 +0.11

Distance (kpc) 3.2 2.3 2.0 0.78

Mg (mag) 3.1 5.0 6.7 10.9

Figure 3 Based: Sample Fractions of GPIPS POLCAT stars

No 2MASS (σ(H−K) > 0.5 mag) (%) 8.2 27.3 69.4 ...

No Gaia Match (%) 14.0 24.2 17.5 ...

Gaia Match, no π (%) 31.9 22.5 5.4 ...

Gaia Match, with π (%) 45.9 26.0 7.6 ...

Figure 4 Based: Distribution Properties for Gaia π Subsamples

Distance, in kpc, to cumulative percentage of subsample:

0.5% 0.35 0.35 0.33 ...

10% 0.91 0.72 0.71 ...

50% 2.63 1.95 1.78 ...

90% 6.17 4.90 4.22 ...

99.5% 11.89 10.59 9.44 ...

Av at distrib. peak (mag) 3.2 1.6 2.2 ∼0

Derived properties, with AV corrections applied

Mg (mag) −0.1 3.4 4.5 ∼11

Gaia Colors (GBP - GRP ) (mag) and Approx. Spectral Types

Lum. Class III +1.04 – +1.46 +1.07 – +1.20 ... ...

G7–K2.5 III G7–K0 III ... ...

Lum. Class V −0.04 – +0.19 +0.63 – +0.98 +0.74 – +0.96 +2.63 – +2.91

A2–A7 V F4–G8 V F8–G7 V M1.5–M3 V

Lum. Class VII ... ... ... −0.27 – −0.11

... ... ... DA(?) VII
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UF1 subset, as A-type stars are rare in Figure 5 of Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018a), whereas that501

giant range takes in much of the highly populated Red Clump (e.g., Pavel 2014). For the UF2 stars,502

both giant and dwarf branches are likely, with a slight dominance by the dwarfs. This luminosity503

class bifurcation might be a partial cause of the AV bifurcation of the UF2+Gaia π distribution (blue504

contours) in Figure 3. The UF3 stars show distribution peak Mg values that only slice through the505

dwarf sequence of Figure 5 in Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018a) and only do so for spectral types506

somewhat later than those of UF2 and quite distinct from the ones for UF1.507

The Gaia stars not matched to POLCAT stars were already shown to be much closer than the508

UF1, 2, or 3 stars. Given the proximity of these Gaia -only stars, extinctions are likely much less509

than one magnitude of AV . As such, their inferred Mg values slice through both the white dwarf and510

dwarf sequences in Figure 5 of Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018a). Given the high space density of511

red dwarf stars, it is likely they dominate this POLCAT-unmatched subset of stars.512

It is more difficult to assign distances and spectral types to POLCAT stars in the no-Gaia and513

Gaia no π subsamples. Figure 3 includes a reddening line that can aid in interpreting the nature514

of the stars in these subsamples. For example, the slope of the reddening line is such that the515

UF1+Gaia no π (orange contours) subset could be deextincted by about 4 AV mag to fall closely516

over the UF1+Gaia π (red) subset. If this is the case, then both subsets would have nearly identical517

spectral types and distances, with the Gaia no π subset merely suffering additional extinction, likely518

associated with denser molecular cloud directions. Interestingly, the UF1 no-Gaia (yellow contours)519

subset, if deextincted by 10 mag to the UF1+Gaia π value of about 4 AV mag would have brighter520

apparent magnitudes than the UF1+Gaia π subsample. This could be caused by the UF1 no-Gaia521

stars being closer or by having greater luminosities, perhaps caused by supergiants located at much522

greater distances. The very red (H −K) colors for the UF1, no Gaia stars, of 1.0 mag and beyond,523

cannot be due to nearby red dwarfs, however, as shown in the relative color-color diagram of Figure 19524

in Paper III. Simulations of stellar types, distance, and extinctions with GPIPS and Gaia detection525

limits imposed as priors are beyond this present treatment. Yet, it does appear likely that all of the526

UF1 stars, across all Gaia -based subsets, are similar enough as to be recognized as red giants, many527
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in the Red Clump, with various degrees of foreground reddening and extinction. The extinctions528

could be associated with individual dark clouds, with spiral arms that lie between 1 – 7 kpc such as529

Sagattarius and Scutum, or even with the central Galactic Bar.530

Figures 2, 3, and 4, taken together, provide the information necessary for identifying the near- and531

far-side GPIPS “horizons.” As listed in Table 2, 99% of UF1 stars are located between distances of532

0.35 and 11.9 kpc, with 90% between 0.63 and 7.5 kpc. Thus, there are sufficient UF1 and UF2 stars533

to conduct limited angular resolution polarization probes of molecular clouds as close as 350-400 pc534

as well as to characterize magnetic fields in spiral arms in the Galactic midplane.535

Having established the bases and representative values for the GPIPS horizons, an exploration of536

the NIR GPIPS linear polarization properties for one FOV is described in the following.537

4.2. Methods and Characterizations for One Field, GPIPS-1619538

The data from the GPIPS-1619 field, shown in Figure 1.A, were used to explore methods of ana-539

lyzing and characterizing the polarization properties of the stars for one FOV. This began with plots540

of basic data properties and proceeded to analyzes of distributions of those properties.541

Figure 5 displays, for the stars in the GPIPS-1619 FOV, the dependence of polarization position542

angle relative to the Galactic frame of reference (Galactic Position Angle; GPA) on stellar H-band543

magnitude (upper-left, A-panel) and on debiased polarization percentage (upper-center, C-panel).544

The 197 UF1, 557 UF2, and 1172 UF3 stars in the POLCAT for GP1619 were trimmed to remove545

polarization upper limits (σP ≥ PRAW ), as they contribute no meaningful GPA values. The remaining546

179 UF1, 352 UF2, and 563 UF3 stars are plotted as the red, blue, and green symbols, respectively.547

The 129 member subset of UF1 stars that exhibit P′SNR (P ′/σP ) ≥ 3 (equivalent to σPA < 9.6◦),548

and designated UF0, are plotted as filled light-brown squares, which appear within most of the red549

UF1 star location circles.550

The UF1 (and UF0) stars, and many UF2 stars, exhibit GPA values in the 70 to 130◦ range (A-551

panel) and P ′ values in the 0.5 to 5% range (C-panel). The UF2 stars tend to exhibit higher P ′ values552

than do the UF1 stars and this tendency is even stronger for the fainter, UF3 stars. Some of these553

higher polarization percentages could be real and could correlate with higher dust column densities554
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and coherent magnetic field orientations, traceable through extinction. However, these fainter stars555

are more likely to exhibit higher P ′ values due to noise bias and those values should be treated with556

caution (Paper III). Lower limits on P′SNR alone are not sufficient to select high-confidence stellar557

polarizations, unless the limit values are quite high (e.g., greater than 3-5; Simmons & Stewart 1985).558

In Figure 5, the upper-left, A-panel exhibits the expected delineations into the UF designations559

of stars as a function of H-band mag. These boundaries are sharpest at the faint limits of UF1560

(mH = 12.5 mag) and UF2 (mH = 14 mag). However, since the UF definitions are based on both561

magnitude and polarization uncertainty, the minority presence of some UF2 and UF3 stars across the562

magnitude boundaries is to be expected. The main conclusion from the distribution of stars in the563

A-panel is that the UF1 (and UF0 subset) stars appear near, but not completely on, the GPA = 90◦564

disk-parallel line. The UF2 stars have a similar, though much weaker correlation with the same565

orientation, and the UF3 stars are only weakly constrained in their GPA values.566

In Figure 5, the B-, D-, and E-panels present cumulative likelihoods of the marginalized distribu-567

tions, color-coded by UF designation in the same fashion as for the plotted symbols in the A- and568

C-panels. The B-panel (lower-left) shows how the UF subsets are distributed with H-band mag-569

nitude. Median magnitudes are 10.8, 11.5, 13.3, and 14.6 mag for the UF0, UF1, UF2, and UF3570

samples, respectively. The D-panel (center-bottom) shows the CL curves of P ′ after being marginal-571

ized over GPA. However, the likelihood accumulation window was truncated at 10% of P ′, which572

affects the UF2 and UF3 CLs, as some of those stars have P ′ values in excess of that limit. In that573

D-panel, the P ′ medians of 2.4 and 2.7% for UF1 and UF0 are accurate, but the UF2 and UF3574

medians of 4.4 and 6.5% represent only lower limits because of the truncation.575

The GPA CLs, marginalized over P ′, but including the truncation at 10%, are shown in the E-panel576

(rightmost) of Figure 5. The medians for UF0 and UF1 are both 102◦, while UF2 shows 98◦ and UF3577

shows 94◦. The UF0 and UF1 CL curves show the least separations between their first and third578

quartiles at 25◦, UF2 is intermediate at 52◦, while UF3 is the widest at 80◦, a value close to the 90◦579

expected for a random distribution.580
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Figure 5. Polarization position angle in Galactic coordinates (GPA) versus H-band stellar magnitude (Left,

top A-panel) and versus debiased polarization percentage P ′ (Center, top C-panel) for GPIPS FOV number

1619. Symbol colors identify stellar classification by UF number, as shown in the legend in the lower left

corner of the A-panel. The dashed horizontal gray lines at 90◦ in the A- and C-panels indicate the Milky

Way disk-parallel GPA value. The brighter, UF1 stars (red open circles), most of which are also members

of the UF0 subset (light-brown filled squares), exhibit lower polarization percentages and a smaller spread

in GPA values, compared to the moderately fainter UF2 (blue) and much fainter UF3 (green) stars, though

the non-UF1 stars retain some information concerning the B-fields they trace. The B-, D-, and E-panels

present cumulative likelihood (CL) distributions, after marginalizing over the other dimension, for each UF

stellar subset. The B-panel (Left, bottom) reveals median H-band magnitudes of 10.8, 11.5, 13.3, and 14.6

for the UF0, UF1, UF2, and UF3 subsets. The D-panel (Center, bottom) cumulative likelihood distributions

do not include polarization upper limits or P ′ values in excess of 10%. The UF2 and UF3 distributions are

shifted to higher P ′ values due to bias from their uncertainty contributions. The E-panel (Rightmost) shows

CL distributions with a strong concentration near 100◦ (UF0, UF1) or much weaker concentrations closer

to 90◦ (UF2, UF3).
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Table 3. GPIPS-1619 Average Galactic Position Angles

UF Num. Unweighted Weighted

Subset P ′ > 0% 〈GPA〉 ∆GPA 〈GPA〉 ∆GPA

(deg.) (deg.) (deg.) (deg.)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

UF1 179 100.8 16.1 102.88 (0.32) 14.69 (0.32)

UF0 129 101.4 15.9 102.94 (0.33) 14.62 (0.33)

UF2 352 95.2 39.7 97.5 (1.0) 40.6 (1.0)

UF3 563 90.9 50.2 88.5 (0.9) 51.3 (0.9)

The GPA distributions of Figure 5 were used to compute a mean value of GPA and its standard581

deviation (∆GPA) for each UF subset of stars. These values were computed both in an unweighted582

fashion, without respect to individual GPA uncertainties, and using variance weighting by those583

uncertainties. (Note that Stokes U and Q averaging was not performed - the analyses used GPA584

values only.) The resulting values appear in Table 3. The first column in the Table indicates the585

UF star subset, with UF0 entries shown in italics to highlight that it is a subset of UF1. The586

numbers of GPIPS-1619 stars with detected debiased polarizations used in each UF sample is in587

the second column. The remaining columns list the unweighted GPA means, the unweighted GPA588

standard deviations, the weighted GPA means (with propagated uncertainties in parentheses), and589

the weighted GPA standard deviations (and uncertainties).590

The UF1 (and UF0) stars show the greatest mean GPA departure from the disk-parallel value of591

90◦, while the UF3 stars show the least such departure. The standard deviation progression with UF592

type is stronger, with the UF1 (and UF0) stars having weighted ∆GPA of under 15◦. The UF2 and593

UF3 samples, with ∆GPA values of 41◦ and 51◦, respectively, are close to being completely uniform594

in their GPA spreads (for which ∆GPA would be 52◦). There are no major differences in mean GPA595

or ∆GPA between the unweighted and weighted values, though the latter provide uncertainties that596

give context to the values.597
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4.2.1. Analyses Based on UF1 Stars598

Characterizing the properties of the Galactic disk magnetic field using GPIPS data products can599

proceed along many different paths, invoking a wide variety of data selection criteria. This could600

include, for example, utilizing all of the GPIPS stellar Stokes U and Q measurements, or alternatively,601

selecting only the data corresponding to high P′SNR (e.g., ≥ 5). All choices of data selection schemes602

bring some type of bias, or focus, on a particular data range or ISM characteristic. High P′SNR cutoffs603

select the highest quality polarization measurements, but reduce the number and spatial sampling604

that could reveal magnetic field properties with adequate confidence levels. Low P′SNR cutoffs605

introduce excessive noise and false positives. In Appendix C, the UF1 stellar subset is shown to606

reveal similar properties to those found in the high P′SNR UF0 subset. This reduces the need to607

restrict further analyses to the smaller UF0 subset, as the larger UF1 set is adequate for establishing608

overall magnetic field properties and correlations. The UF1 stars suffer less noise-biasing effects609

than fainter stars and so enable higher-significance differential comparisons of polarization properties610

between GPIPS FOVs than would be possible using UF2 and/or UF3 stars.611

For those reasons, the analyses presented in the remainder of this Section and in all of the following612

Sections were performed by focusing on the properties of the stars classified as UF1 in each of the613

3,237 GPIPS FOVs. Future studies utilizing other subsets of the GPIPS stars, with other selection614

criteria and with different weighting schemes, could reveal additional magnetic field behavior that615

may be missed in the current analyses. Indeed, Bayesian analyses (e.g., Clemens et al. 2018) have616

already shown great promise for combining a wide range of P′SNR stellar polarization values with617

Gaia distance information.618

4.2.2. Polarization Properties of the UF1 Stars619

Figure 6 shows histograms of debiased polarization percentage P ′ (left, A-panel) and Galactic620

position angle GPA (right, B-panel) for the 179 UF1 stars that have P ′ > 0% in the GPIPS-1619621

FOV. These histograms were constructed in a manner designed to account for the uncertainties in622

the individual measured P ′ and GPA values via accumulation of representative gaussian probability623
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Figure 6. Histograms of debiased polarization percentage P ′ (Left, A-panel) and Galactic position angle

GPA (Right, B-panel) for UF1 stars in GPIPS-1619. The histograms were constructed using accumulated

gaussian distribution representations for the properties of each star, as noted in the text. Cumulative

probability distributions are shown as the smooth curves that connect points centered in each bin and are

referenced to the right axis labels. Vertical red dashed lines and labels identify the locations of the three

quartile boundaries of the cumulative distributions.

distributions (described in the Appendix of Clemens et al. 2013). This process results in smoother624

histograms than if the P ′ and GPA values were directly binned, and more accurately reflects the625

likelihood functions for these quantities. The P ′ histogram (A-panel) peaks at just under 2% and626

the GPA histogram4 is centered near 100◦.627

Across the full set of GPIPS FOVs, many of the resulting histogram probability functions were628

asymmetric and sometimes double-peaked. Hence, simple representative functions or fits, such as629

gaussians, cannot accurately characterize the actual distributions.630

4 Angle-aliasing in the GPA histogram was reduced by accumulating the gaussian probability distributions across an

angle range eleven times wider than the usual 0 to 180◦ range, instead of truncating at the range boundaries, and then

shifting and adding the probabilities outside the usual range into the bins within that range.
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Accordingly, cumulative probability distributions were computed for the UF1 subset for each his-631

togram and are overlaid as thin red lines in Figure 6. These were analyzed to find the quartile632

boundaries (Q1=25%, Q2=median, and Q3=75% cumulative probability). The resulting median P ′633

(hereafter P50) for this field is 2.32%, while the median GPA (hereafter GPA50) is 98.5◦. The combi-634

nation of GPA50 in Figure 6.B being 98.5◦ for UF1 stars while the weighted mean for the same stars635

in Table 3 is 102.9◦ ± 0.3◦ is evidence that the Figure 6.B UF1 distribution has some non-gaussian636

nature, despite it gaussian appearance. The values for the first and third UF1 quartile boundaries637

are 1.45 and 3.50% for P ′ and 83.7 and 112.9◦ for GPA, as indicated on Figure 6.638

In order to obtain robust measures of the widths of the GPA distributions, the interquartile ranges,639

computed from the differences between the x-axis locations of the first and third quartiles (Q3 -640

Q1), were adopted. For the GPIPS-1619 GPA histogram, this width difference, designated WGPA,641

is 29.2◦ for the UF1 stars. If the GPA distributions were perfectly gaussian, the gaussian width642

parameters would be 42.5% of the WGPA values, or about 12.4◦ for the GPIPS-1619 FOV. This643

value is somewhat less than the standard deviations reported in Table 3, again indicating some644

non-gaussian nature characterizes the GPIPS-1619 UF1 GPA values.645

Similar histogram analyses were performed using the UF1 stars contained in the POLCATs for646

each of the GPIPS FOVs. The four key characterizing values extracted for each FOV included the647

numbers of UF1 stars in each field, their median P ′ values (P50), their median GPA (GPA50), and648

their interquartile range of the GPA histograms (WGPA), all of which are evaluated in the following.649

4.3. FOV-based GPIPS Characterization of Polarization and Magnetic Field Properties650

In this Section, histograms of these four key characterizing quantities are presented, as are their651

distributions as functions of Galactic longitude and latitude, at the 10 arcmin angular resolution652

corresponding to the Mimir FOV size. This selection enables generation of high-significance values653

by quantifying the behavior of the properties of the many UF1 stars in each FOV, and doing so reveals654

both large-scale trends and moderate-scale departures from those trends. Detailed examination of655

properties on finer angular scales and across overlapping FOVs is needed, for example to establish656
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the magnetic field properties associated with resolved molecular clouds (e.g., Marchwinski et al. 2012;657

Hoq et al. 2017), but is beyond the scope of this paper.658

The large-scale, FOV-based characterizations begin with histogram analyses of the numbers of UF1659

stars measured for polarization in each FOV, the median polarizations, the median Galactic position660

angles, and GPA widths, followed by representations of the sky distributions of these same quantities.661

4.3.1. Histograms of FOV-based Properties662

Figure 7 presents histograms of values for the four FOV-based properties, as determined from the663

distributions of properties for the UF1 stars in each of the 3,237 GPIPS FOVs. Table 4 lists the664

quartile boundaries for the distribution functions for each quantity.665

The upper-left, A-panel in Figure 7 shows the distribution of numbers of UF1 stars in each FOV,666

binned by the base-10 logarithm of the number of star counts. The cumulative probability distribution667

is overplotted. As was done for the distributions in the GPIPS-1619 FOV, this cumulative distribution668

was analyzed to identify the distribution quartile boundaries. The median number of UF1 stars in a669

GPIPS FOVs is 252, while less than 25% of the FOVs have fewer than 188 stars and less than 25%670

have more than 378 stars.671

The upper-right, B-panel of Figure 7 displays the histogram of the P50 (median debiased polar-672

ization percentage P ′) for UF1 stars in each of the GPIPS FOVs. The median of this distribution673

is 1.53%, with quartile boundaries at 1.30 and 1.80%. This median is only 1.06 times greater than674

the value found in an analysis of the first 18% of the GPIPS FOVs (DR1—Paper III). These polar-675

ization percentages are smaller than optical wavelength values, which average closer to 5—7% in the676

interstellar medium (Hall 1949; Hiltner 1949a,b). This difference is expected due to the wavelength677

dependence of starlight polarization (Serkowski 1973; Serkowski et al. 1975; Wilking et al. 1980).678

The lower-left, C-panel of Figure 7 displays the distribution of median Galactic polarization position679

angles (GPA50) for the UF1 stars in each GPIPS FOV. As found in Paper III, the distribution is680

centrally peaked, though offset by 13.◦3 from the expected, disk-parallel value of GPA = 90◦ that681

characterizes most magnetic field models (e.g., Ferrière & Schmitt 2000). Over the region of the682

Galactic mid-plane surveyed by GPIPS in the first Galactic quadrant, the median magnetic field683
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Figure 7. Histograms of the four key quantities measured for the UF1 stars in each of the GPIPS FOVs.

Curves connecting diamonds are the cumulative probability distributions, with downward dashed lines lo-

cating the distribution quartile boundaries. (Top left, A-panel): Histogram of the base-10 logarithm of the

number of UF1 stars in each GPIPS FOV. The median number of UF1 stars per Mimir FOV is 252. (Top

right, B-panel): Distribution of median percentage polarizations (P50) for UF1 stars in each FOV. The

median of this distribution is 1.53% at H-band. (Bottom left, C-panel): Distribution of median Galactic po-

larization position angle (GPA50) of the UF1 stars in each GPIPS FOV, where 90◦ represents a disk-parallel

orientation. (Bottom right, D-panel): Distribution of interquartile ranges (WGPA) of the GPA distributions

of the UF1 stars in each GPIPS FOV.
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Table 4. GPIPS FOV-Based UF1

Polarization Distributions Properties

Quantity Quartile Boundary

First Second Third

(1) (2) (3) (4)

log10(N) 2.27 2.40 2.58

P50 [%] 1.30 1.53 1.80

GPA50 [◦] 55.7 76.7 98.6

WGPA [◦] 30.1 38.4 49.0

orientation is not purely parallel to the Galactic disk. It also exhibits broad orientation deviation684

wings that extend to both Galactic pole directions.685

The lower-right, D-panel of Figure 7 shows the distribution of interquartile ranges (WGPA) of686

the UF1 GPAs of each individual GPIPS FOV. The distribution peaks near 30-40◦, with quartiles at687

30.1, 38.4, and 49.0◦. These WGPA distributions in the GPIPS FOVs indicate that uniformly parallel688

magnetic fields are rare across 10 arcmin FOVs in the Galactic disk. This result has implications for689

assessments of the degree of magnetic or hydrodynamic turbulence and the ratios of energy density690

in the random and uniform magnetic field components (e.g., Jones 1989).691

The offset of the median GPA from being purely disk-parallel and the wide range of position angles692

present in each GPIPS FOV indicate that magnetic field models dominated by strongly uniform,693

disk-parallel behavior may not be adequate to describe these characterizations. In order to ascertain694

how these key properties vary with location in the Galactic disk, their one-dimensional (1-D) and695

two-dimensional (2D) distributions were examined next.696

4.3.2. Galactic Latitude and Longitude 1-D Behavior of FOV-based Properties697

The same four, FOV-based quantities for each GPIPS FOV, derived from the UF1 stars, are plotted698

versus Galactic latitude in Figure 8 and versus Galactic longitude in Figure 9. In both Figures,699
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stacked plots are shown that display log(N), P50, GPA50, and WGPA, respectively, from top to700

bottom. Black dots mark the values of each quantity measured for each of the GPIPS FOVs.701

Galactic Latitude 1-D Behaviors—In Figure 8, in addition to showing the black points for the FOV-702

based values, a 10-point running average is shown as the blue curve, a linear fit with latitude is shown703

in red for three of the four quantities, and a gaussian fit with latitude is shown in red for the P50 plot.704

The top, A-panel shows that log(N) displays a strong, high-angular frequency modulation (30 cycles705

over 2◦) that is most easily seen in the blue running average curve. This modulation is likely due to the706

slight variation of FOV Galactic longitude with latitude, related to the equatorial grid used to conduct707

the GPIPS observations (e.g., Figures 12 to 15, below). The modulation suggests that the log(N)708

dependence on longitude will be more pronounced than it is on latitude. Ignoring this modulation,709

the overall log(N) dependence on latitude appears to show a slight depression in star counts from710

about B= −0.6◦ to +0.1◦ (depicted by the blue, running-average means falling below the red linear711

fit), coupled with a weak rise in counts for positive latitude values (or a decrease in star counts for712

negative latitude values). The mid-plane decrease in counts is likely due to extinction by distant dust713

cloud complexes in the disk, which are expected to have small angular scale heights. The decrease in714

counts for negative latitude may be caused by extinction from more nearby clouds with larger angular715

offsets. The red line shows the linear fit, namely: log10(N) = (2.445± 0.004) + (0.041± 0.007)×GB,716

where GB represents Galactic latitude, in degrees.717

The middle-top, B-panel of Figure 8 that presents P50 also exhibits some of the same effects of the718

longitude beating. In addition, it also shows a weak rise in value, by about 0.2-0.3%, centered near the719

mid-plane and falling toward the survey latitude limits. The data were fit with a gaussian, returning720

an amplitude of 1.760±0.011%, a gaussian width of 1.53±0.06◦, and center at GB=−0.160±0.022◦.721

This polarization rise near the Galactic equator may be due to polarization contributed by more722

distant dust cloud complexes or ones with higher dust column densities.723

The fitted gaussian latitude width corresponds to a 3.6◦ FWHM, which, if associated with the724

2.6 kpc median distance inferred for the UF1 stellar count density in the Figure 4 Gaia -GPIPS725

comparisons described earlier, implies an NIR polarization Galactic disk thickness FWHM of 160 pc,726
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Figure 8. Galactic latitude variations of the four characterizing quantities measured for the UF1 stars

in each of the GPIPS FOVs (black dots), running averages (10-point; blue lines), and best-fit lines or

gaussian (red lines - see text). (Top, A-panel) Base-ten log of the number of UF1 stars in each FOV, log(N).

(Middle-top, B-panel) P50. (Middle-bottom, C-panel) GPA50. (Bottom, D-panel) WGPA.
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only ∼30% thicker than the 120 pc FWHM for the CO-traced gas layer (Clemens et al. 1988). A727

more realistic estimate might use half the distance to the UF1 star distribution as better representing728

the effective mean polarizing dust distance, resulting in an even thinner dust layer thickness, and729

one in agreement with the CO layer thickness. Both estimates are thinner than the 400 ± 30 pc730

exponential scale height found for the Galactic magnetic field model developed by Jansson & Farrar731

(2012), based primarily on synchrotron Rotation Measures (RMs) of extragalactic radio sources. For732

this GPIPS analysis, the apparently smaller NIR polarization scale height likely results from the733

combined effects of a larger magnetic field scale height and a smaller dust layer scale height.734

The middle-bottom, C-panel of Figure 8, showing GPA50, also exhibits longitude beating, though735

with beat frequencies and amplitudes that change with latitude, suggesting complex longitude and736

latitude dependencies. The blue, running-average line segments and the red linear fit both exhibit737

means similar to the median in the histogram analysis described in Section 4.3.1. The linear fit gave738

a GPA50 value at GB=−1◦ of 75.4± 1.3◦ which rises to 86.7± 1.3◦ by GB=+1◦. Hence, the median739

magnetic field orientation exhibits a weak mean dependence (5.7 ± 1.1% per deg) on latitude over740

the 2◦ sampled by GPIPS.741

Finally, the bottom, D-panel of Figure 8 shows that WGPA exhibits weak longitude beating and742

almost no systematic variation with latitude. A linear fit returned a mean WPGA of 42.63 ± 0.26◦743

and a slope of 0.41 ± 0.47 degrees of WGPA per degree of latitude. This result indicates that the744

significantly dispersed magnetic field orientation angles associated with WGPA values of 40◦ or more745

are common and do not disappear at any latitude within the GPIPS region. The black points at all746

latitudes do distribute along WGPA with the same pile-up at low values and greater spread at high747

values characterizing the D-panel WGPA histogram of Figure 7. Thus, to first order, the relative748

incidences of coherent polarizations (low WGPA) and disordered polarizations are independent of749

Galactic latitude (but see Section 5.2.1, below).750

Galactic Longitude 1-D Behaviors—Figure 9 presents the same four, FOV-based quantities versus751

Galactic longitude L, along with the same 10-point running averages as blue lines and linear fits as752
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red lines. In all four of the panels in this Figure, the quantities vary strongly and more coherently753

than they do with latitude B (Figure 8).754

The top, A-panel of log(N) in Figure 9 shows a rise in average numbers of UF1 stars per FOV755

toward lower Galactic longitudes, mostly for GL < 34◦. This result was attributed in Paper III to756

the appearance of the Galactic bulge stars for these longitudes. Here, the ∼0.3 dex offset, between757

FOVs with GL > 34◦ and FOVs with GL < 34◦, may indicate that the Galactic bulge contributes758

about the same number of stars to the GPIPS FOVs as are contributed by the Galactic disk, for FOVs759

with GL < 34◦. The predominance of red giants in the bulge makes many of them detectable at the760

UF1 GPIPS sensitivity level, as predicted in Paper I and shown earlier in Section 4.1. This finding is761

another indication that UF1 stars probe to distances well into the bulge along these longitudes, likely762

in the 5-7 kpc range. In Figure 9.A, there are also some significant decreases in UF1 star counts,763

especially near longitudes 24, 30, 35, 38, and 51◦ and some apparent increases in star counts (e.g.,764

near 21, 27, and 32◦). The decreases span 0.5 to 2◦ of longitude and may be due to large complexes765

of dust (and gas) foreground to the bulk of the background stars seen in the neighboring fields. They766

could also represent interarm regions with fewer stars between richer spiral arms. A more detailed767

comparison of GPIPS star counts to star counts for Gaia and GLIMPSE as well as to 2MASS (H-K)768

colors is described in Section 4.3.3 below.769

The middle-top, B-panel in Figure 9 shows a linear rise of P50 with decreasing longitude, though770

only by 0.24± 0.05% over the mean value of 1.53± 0.05%. Individual departures to higher and lower771

values far exceed this weak gradient. Some longitudes exhibit P50 decreases (e.g., 19, 22, 23.5, 27,772

33, 40.5, 44, 51, and 55◦) while others appear to have P50 increases (18.5, 20.5, 22.7, 25, 35, 38, 48,773

53◦). Whether P50 departures correlate with log(N) departures is examined in Section 4.4.1.774

The middle-bottom, C-panel in Figure 9 shows that GPA50 exhibits the most dramatic variations775

with longitude. Defining any low-order polynomial trend was difficult. The red line, representing a776

linear fit, traces changes in the mean GPA50, from 95.1 ± 2.6◦ at longitude 18◦, to 79.4 ± 4.1◦ at777

longitude 56◦. However, the GPA50 values swing by 90◦ or more over longitude intervals as short as778

2-4◦. The blue, 10-point moving averages also show that some GPA50 swings span nearly 180◦ over779
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Figure 9. Galactic longitude variations of the four characterizing quantities measured in each GPIPS

FOV (black dots), running averages (10 point; blue lines), and best-fit lines (red). (Top, A-panel) Base-ten

logarithm of the number of UF1 stars in each FOV—the Galactic bulge may contribute equal numbers of

stars as does the Galactic disk from longitude 18◦ to about 34◦, but there are strong variations on few-degree

size scales. (Middle-top, B-panel) P50. There are regions of coherent, high-percentage polarizations and

a slow trend toward weaker percentage polarization as longitude increases (to the left). (Middle-bottom,

C-panel) GPA50. Regions of coherent, significant departures from the best fit line, which itself swings from

95◦ to 80◦ for low to high longitudes, are present. (Bottom, D-Panel) WGPA shows no significant trend

with longitude, though it has zonal departures.
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a few degrees of longitude, especially near longitudes 35, 40, and 52◦. In contrast to the generally780

uniform behavior of GPA50 with Galactic latitude (Figure 8), the GPA50 longitude behavior is781

strongly non-uniform. Quantitatively, the 10-point moving averages deviate by more than 30◦ from782

disk-parallel orientations for over 30% of the longitude range surveyed (when averaged over latitude),783

compared to no such deviations for the latitude range survey (when averaged over all longitudes).784

Magnetic field orientation deviations in the disk midplane zone are mostly dominated by longitude785

effects and are nearly unaffected by purely latitude effects.786

The bottom, D-panel in Figure 9 shows that WGPA exhibits the same lack of overall change with787

longitude that it exhibited with latitude in Figure 8.D. However, as for the previous three quantities,788

there are short intervals of longitude over which WGPA strongly deviates from the mean value,789

especially near longitudes 21, 24, 37, 43, and 52◦. Two of these positive WGPA deviations, at 24790

and 52◦, correspond to longitude zones where large changes in GPA50 take place. Such rapid GPA791

changes could help drive WGPA to larger than average values. There also appear to be additional792

two- or three-way correlations, especially for longitude ranges 20-21, 36-38, 47-49, and 52.5-54◦, where793

GPA50s are near disk-parallel, P50 values are greater than average, and WGPA values are lower than794

average. These behaviors could be signaling the existence of regions of uniform, strong magnetic fields795

that are oriented parallel to the Galactic disk, an aspect explored further in Section 5.2.1.796

These variations and correlations are intriguing and likely can help constrain models of the Galactic797

disk magnetic field. However, the lines of sight to individual GPIPS stars in each field can span quite798

different path lengths and encounter a variety of distinct dusty molecular clouds and/or spans of799

diffuse ISM. Interpretation of the variations must account for these line-of-sight differences.800

4.3.3. Comparisons of Star Counts and Colors versus Longitude801

Figure 10 shows the Galactic longitude behavior of the base-ten logarithm of the star counts in the802

Gaia g-band (top, A-panel), Mimir POLCAT H-band (middle-top, B-panel), and GLIMPSE 3.6 µm803

band (“L-band”; middle-bottom, C-panel) as well as mean (H-K) colors from 2MASS (bottom, D-804

panel) in 0.2 deg wide longitude bins. For the star count panels, stars were included if they appeared805

in the GPIPS FOVs and had photometric uncertainties under 0.33 mag. For the color panel, stars806
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Figure 10. Comparison of star counts and colors for Gaia , Mimir, GLIMPSE , and 2MASS. In all panels,

binned data points are shown as black symbols, unweighted fits with longitude are shown as dashed green

lines, and local regions with changes in properties are identified by vertical light-red or light-blue rectangles.

The top, A-panel, presents the base-ten logarithm of the numbers of Gaia stars found in the GPIPS FOVs

and having g-band magnitude uncertainties under 0.33 mag. The middle-top, B-panel, presents similar

star counts for Mimir H-band DR4 POLCAT stars. The middle-bottom, C-panel, shows the star counts

for GLIMPSE 3.6 µm (“L”-band) stars. The bottom, D-panel, shows the run of unweighted mean (H-K)

stellar colors, from 2MASS. The photometric tracers show decreases in star counts with increasing longitude,

while the colors become less reddened with increasing longitude. The light-red vertical rectangles show the

correlation of localized redder star colors with star count decrements. The light-blue rectangles show where

less reddened stellar colors correspond to local increases in star counts.
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from 2MASS were included if their H and K magnitudes had uncertainties under 0.5 mag and the807

propagated (H-K) uncertainty was under 0.33 mag. The colors of the 2MASS stars meeting these808

criteria in each longitude bin were averaged without weighting to produce mean color values. The809

green dashed line in each panel indicates an unweighted fit to the values. The resulting slopes suggest810

e-folding (decrements by 0.43 dex) longitude spans of 84◦ for g-band and 36◦ for H- and L-bands.811

These imply that Gaia star counts do not include many stars that are as distant as the Galactic812

bulge, while the GLIMPSE L-band counts do. The Mimir H-band POLCAT star counts exhibit the813

same slope as does the GLIMPSE L-band, indicating that POLCATs include bulge stars.814

Vertical light-red and light-blue rectangles identify longitudes where color and star count changes815

are correlated. Light-red rectangles at longitudes 30.5, 34.75, 38, and 51◦ are where the (H-K) colors816

become redder and the star counts in the photometric bands strongly decrease. Light-blue rectangles817

at longitudes 27, 32.5, 40.5, 47, and 54.5◦ show where the (H-K) colors become less red and the818

star counts correspondingly increase. Strong color changes due to changes in spatially-distributed819

stellar populations (e.g., disk versus bulge stars) are not expected. Instead, where the colors become820

redder, more dust extinction must be present along the line of sight to the stars, likely associated821

with molecular cloud complexes and/or Galactic spiral arms. Interestingly, where the colors are less822

red, there must be a corresponding relative deficit of extinction along these sightlines, resulting in823

more stars being revealed and perhaps seen to greater distances. These modulations are strongest824

for longitudes between 25 and 40◦ and beyond 54◦, with all tracers participating. Outside of these825

regions, the GLIMPSE L-band star counts, in particular, show only smooth bin-to-bin behavior.826

4.4. Correlated Behaviors of FOV-based Properties827

To explore the nature of possible correlations among the four key characterizing quantities, a corner-828

plot representation was developed, using the median-value characterizations for each of the GPIPS829

FOVs, and is shown in Figure 11. For each of the six panels in the Figure, their 2-D spans were830

gridded uniformly into 31 × 31 bins and the number density of GPIPS FOV values in each bin was831
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found. Where the FOV counts in bins were high, open and filled contours were added to convey832

isodensity locations and changes.833

The upper-left, A-panel in Figure 11 shows how P50 and the log of the number of UF1 stars in834

each field are related. There is a peak likelihood at about 1.5% for P50 and 240 stars per field835

(log(N)∼2.37) with gaussian-like decays away from the peak. There is a weaker, secondary peak at836

1.5% in P50 and log(N)∼2.7, which comes from the longitude range less than 34◦, as it is only in837

that range that such high UF1 star counts are seen in Figure 9. This local increase could be due to838

distant bulge stars. There is also a minor tertiary peak at 1.25% for P50 and 2.8 for log(N), which839

corresponds to the L=27◦ count increase and polarization dip seen in Figure 9.840

The middle-left, B-panel in Figure 11 compares GPA50 with log(N), revealing the likelihood peak841

at 75◦ of GPA50 and 210 stars per field. The secondary and tertiary peaks noted appear to blend842

into one, weaker peak near GPA50 = 90◦ and log(N) = 2.7.843

The middle-right, C-panel in Figure 11 compares GPA50 with P50, showing a likelihood peak at844

about 1.7% and 77◦, respectively. Near 1.4% of P50, the GPA50 values extend from zero to 180◦,845

suggesting that angle aliasing may be present. As the P50 values increase beyond 1.5%, the GPA50846

range decreases and GPA50 values appear to move closer to a disk-parallel (GPA=90◦) orientation.847

There are few fields with P50 values below 1%, as was already shown in Figure 7.B., and this could848

be a consequence of the UF1 selection criteria.849

The lower-left, D-panel in Figure 11 examines how the widths of the GPA histograms in each FOV,850

WGPA, depend on the numbers of UF1 stars in those FOVs. The likelihood maximum is at about 240851

stars per FOV and 33◦ of WGPA. The number of UF1 stars in a FOV does not appear to constrain852

WGPA, as the latter shows values extending to 75◦ or beyond for log(N) values similar to those at853

the peak. The weak secondary and tertiary log(N) peaks from the A-panel appear here with slightly854

higher WGPA values than for the main peak, perhaps as high as 40-45◦.855

The lower-center, E-panel in Figure 11 shows a strong anti-correlation of WGPA and P50, which856

was suggested in the discussion of the previous section. While there does appear to be a likelihood857

peak near 1.7% and 35◦, the overall curved shape of the contours indicate some degree of correlation.858
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Figure 11. Corner plot comparisons of key polarization properties for the FOV-based, median-value quan-

tities in the GPIPS FOVs. In each panel, individual FOV values are shown as black dots until the density of

dots becomes high. Thereafter, open and filled contours continue the density representation, stepped linearly

with point density by 12.5% of the peak value, starting at that 12.5% value. (Upper-left, A-panel): P50

versus log(N). (Middle-left, B-panel): GPA50 versus log(N). (Middle-center, C-panel): GPA50 versus P50.

(Lower-left, D-panel): WGPA versus log(N). (Lower-center, E-Panel): WGPA versus P50. (Lower-right,

F-panel): WGPA versus GPA50.
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For GPIPS FOVs exhibiting high median polarization fractions, the widths of their polarization859

position angle distributions are narrow, as small as 15-20◦. On the other hand, the fields showing the860

widest GPA distributions exhibit the weakest P50 values, as small as 1-1.25%. Such anti-correlations861

of polarization with dispersion in position angle have been seen elsewhere (Planck Collaboration Int.862

XIX 2015; Planck Collaboration XII 2018), and are examined in more detail in Section 5.2.863

The lower-right, F-panel in Figure 11 compares WGPA to GPA50. The likelihood maximum has a864

center near 76◦ of GPA50 and 36◦ of WGPA. The contours appear mostly symmetric across GPA50865

and non-symmetric along WGPA. The lack of correlation between WGPA and GPA50 here and the866

lack of correlation between GPA50 and P50 (C-panel) indicate that the anti-correlation of WGPA867

and P50 (E-panel) is the fundamental dependence. The mean orientation of the magnetic field in868

the plane of the sky has no bearing on the anti-correlation of polarization percentage with width of869

the GPA distribution (or, equivalently, dispersion of PAs).870

4.4.1. Latitude and Longitude 2-D Behavior of FOV-based Properties871

This Section presents the 2-D distributions of the FOV-based polarization properties of log(N), P50,872

GPA50, and WGPA for the GPIPS UF1 stars. Due to the large aspect ratio of longitude coverage873

to latitude coverage of GPIPS, the 2-D representations are shown as stacked longitude slices with874

aspect ratios chosen to retain sky-true shapes and orientations. In all cases, color look-up rectangles875

are shown, labeled with limiting values, and have gray bars indicating the corresponding values of876

the contours that are overlaid on the images. Each of the GPIPS FOVs is shown as a rotated square877

to emphasize the equatorial orientation of the Mimir instrument. Each is placed at the equatorial878

grid center used for the GPIPS observations.879

Log(N) versus Galactic longitude and latitude—Figure 12 presents a false-color representation of the880

log(N) counts of UF1 stars in each GPIPS FOV as functions of Galactic latitude and longitude,881

for four stacked longitude slices. Each longitude slice spans 10◦, starting with the lowest longitude882

surveyed (18◦) at the rightmost limit of the lowest slice in Figure 12, and proceeding from right to left883

and then up to the next slice until the final survey longitude of 56◦ is reached. Each longitude slice884
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Figure 12. False-color representation of the base-10 log of the number of UF1 stars in each of the GPIPS

FOVs, versus Galactic longitude and latitude, as four longitude slices. Color look-up rectangle, with six

nearly equally spaced gray contours, corresponding to 100, 150, 225, 340, 500, and 750 UF1 stars per FOV,

is shown in the top slice. The smallest number of UF1 stars in any FOV is 64, the largest is 1,112. Note

that extinction and the Galactic bulge both likely play roles in the variations in the numbers of detected

stars with direction.
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presents the full 2◦ latitude extent of the survey. The color-table look-up rectangle in the uppermost885

slice indicates that the least populous FOVs, shown in the darkest blue colors, contain about 80 UF1886

stars on average (log(N) = 1.9). The most populous FOVs, shown in red colors, contain 1,000 or more887

UF1 stars. The general rise in number of UF1 stars for GL < 34◦ is likely due to the contribution of888

bulge red giant stars in addition to the disk stars sampled at all longitudes, as noted earlier.889

In Figure 12, three extended zones of enhanced numbers of UF1 stars in the FOVs are apparent.890

These span Galactic longitude 18-21.5◦ for positive latitudes down to midplane ones, longitudes 24-29◦891

for mostly negative latitudes (though with a small secondary peak to positive latitudes at longitude892

27.5◦), and from longitudes 31.9-33.2◦ for only negative latitudes. These three zones appear to893

account for the three peaks in the run of log(N) versus longitude in the lowest panel of Figure 9894

and in the photometric panels (A, B, C) of Figure 10. Similarly, reductions in the numbers of stars895

per FOV for large, resolved regions near longitudes 30.5, 35, 37.5-39, 42-44, 46, and 51◦ correspond896

to specific dips in the log(N) versus longitude curve in Figures 9 and 10. The patterns of high and897

low numbers of UF1 stars seen in the different GPIPS FOVs are likely due to the extinction effects898

described earlier regarding Figure 10, but here they are resolved in longitude and latitude.899

P50 versus Galactic longitude and latitude—The Galactic longitude and latitude distribution of UF1900

median percentage polarization P50 is shown for the GPIPS FOVs in Figure 13. The false-color901

mapping scheme spans from about 0.8 to 3.0%, though the maximum value across the map is closer902

to 5% and the average is about 1.5% (Figure 7.B). Regions of polarization percentage greater than903

that average (light blue to green colors) tend to be found closer to the mid-plane. Comparing904

Figure 13 to Figure 12, the zones of higher star counts in Figure 12 are seen in Figure 13 to exhibit905

lower median polarization percentages (e.g., longitudes 32 − 33◦, latitudes ≤ 0◦). The reverse is906

also true—lower star count regions tend to exhibit higher polarization percentages (e.g., longitude907

30.6◦, latitude −0.4◦), likely the signature of dust along those latter sight lines both extincting and908

polarizing the background starlight. This trend is more pronounced in Figure 13 than in Figure 11.A,909

so seeing the trend in Figure 13 helps reveal the weak anti-correlation of log(N) with P50 that is910

present in Figure 11.A.911
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Figure 13. Galactic longitude and latitude distribution of the median percentage polarization P50 in each

GPIPS FOV. Polarization medians range from around 0.8% to over 3% in the H-band, with a weak tendency

to be higher along the disk midplane. Six gray contour levels corresponding to P50 values of 0.9, 1.3, 1.7,

2.1, 2.5, and 2.9% are drawn over the false color panels and inside the color look-up rectangle in the top

panel.
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The roughly 25-30 regions showing the greatest polarization percentages (red colors) in Figure 13912

have small angular extents. They also tend to be surrounded by regions of higher than average913

polarization (green colors), which are themselves more extended. The natures of these high-P50914

regions are explored further in Section 5.2.915

GPA50 versus Galactic longitude and latitude—The Galactic midplane distribution of GPA50 values916

at 10 arcmin resolution is shown as Figure 14. There, the color look-up conversion has been modified917

so that GPA50 values of 0◦ and 180◦ are represented by the same false color in order to reduce918

display confusion caused by angle aliasing. The colors representing Galactic disk-parallel magnetic919

field orientations are close to the green-blue false-color boundary. A red contour is shown which920

corresponds to GPA 90◦. Some large regions of the stack of longitude slices do appear dominated by921

colors that are mostly green to blue and so have GPA50 values similar to being disk-parallel.922

However, there are also several regions that exhibit GPA50 values that are far from being disk-923

parallel. The larger of these regions span longitudes of 21-23, 33.5-36, 39-43, and 50-52.5◦. The first924

two of these regions correspond to the two dips in GPA50 seen in Figure 9. The region near longitude925

22◦ appears to be a fairly uniform zone showing GPA50 values of 40-45◦ and could be due to the926

magnetic field characterizing a single molecular cloud or complex. The feature near longitude 34◦ is927

more complex, seemingly consisting of extended zones above and below the Galactic equator. The928

negative latitude zone is similar in characteristics to the longitude 22◦ zone, but the positive latitude929

zone is different in that it shows strong GPA50 variations across a ridge of nearly constant R.A.930

WGPA versus Galactic longitude and latitude—Figure 15 presents the Galactic midplane distribution931

of the final key quantity, WGPA, the interquartile ranges of the UF1 star GPA distributions in932

each GPIPS FOV. In this Figure, the color table is reversed to associate lesser WGPA values (those933

exhibiting greater GPA coherence) with red colors and greater WGPA values with darker, bluer934

colors. The Davis-Chandrasekhar-Fermi (DCF: Davis 1951; Chandrasekhar & Fermi 1953) method935

for estimating magnetic field strengths from linear polarization data has an inverse dependence on936

polarization position angle dispersion, a direct linear dependence on gas velocity dispersion,937
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Figure 14. Galactic longitude and latitude distribution of GPA50 in each GPIPS FOV in the same four-

slice presentation as in the previous Figures. Note that the look-up table colors wrap around 0◦ and 180◦

to reduce the appearance of aliasing. Black lines within each FOV box indicate the GPA orientation. Six

gray contour levels, corresponding to GPA50 values of 15, 45, 75, 105, 135, and 165◦, and one red contour,

corresponding to the disk-parallel GPA50 value of 90◦, are drawn over the false color panels and inside the

color look-up rectangle in the top panel.
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Figure 15. Galactic longitude and latitude distribution of WGPA, the interquartile ranges of the GPA

distributions in each of the GPIPS FOVs. The color look-up rectangle in the uppermost panel indicates

that WGPA values range from a low of about 15◦ (red colors) to a high of about 80◦ (dark blue colors). Six

gray contour levels corresponding to WGPA values of 20, 31, 42, 54, 64, and 75◦ are drawn over the false

color panels and inside the color look-up rectangle in the top panel. Note that the value to color mapping

in this Figure is inverted from previous Figures to highlight the low-WGPA regions in red.
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and a square root dependence on gas density. Assuming the latter two quantities exhibit938

roughly constant mean values across all FOVs (a weak, but useful first step), the red939

highlighted zones in Figure 15 could represent regions of locally stronger magnetic field strength. In940

Figure 15, the overall impression is one of a relatively uniform background of WGPA values near 31◦941

(green colors; ∆GPA ∼ 13◦), with many small regions and 9-10 larger regions of low-WGPA values,942

seen as red-colored zones. High-WGPA values are present in many small zones and a few larger zones,943

but in fewer numbers of regions, both small and large, than for the low-WGPA zones. Low-WGPA944

FOVs correlate with high-P50 FOVs, as already noted in the discussion related to Figure 11.E and945

as examined in Section 5.2946

5. DISCUSSION AND APPLICATIONS947

The types of studies made possible by GPIPS data will be different in nature and scope than those948

performed using other existing magnetic field probes. The data contained in GPIPS DR4 include949

more than 1 million measured stellar polarizations of high quality that have the potential for being950

used individually (UF1 type; Paper III). The UF2 and UF3 stars account for another nearly 9 million951

stars, but need careful distance selection and averaging to return magnetic field information. Planck952

polarization at 353 GHz, with its 5 arcmin resolution, yields about 6 million independent samples953

across the entire sky, but only 11 thousand across the GPIPS zone. The pulsar and extra-galactic954

radio source list used by Han et al. (2018) for characterizing the magnetic field of the Galactic disk955

via Rotation Measures (RM) includes 4,700 sources, but spans eight times the latitude range and956

9.5 times the longitude range of GPIPS. If those sources were uniformly distributed in latitude and957

longitude (a poor, but serviceable assumption - see Han et al. 2018), then only about 60 of these958

sources probe lines of sight through the GPIPS region. Hence, whether compared to the sampling959

density of the radio continuum magnetic field RM studies (0.8 samples deg−2) or to Planck thermal960

dust emission from the Galactic plane (183 beams deg−2), GPIPS data achieves much finer angular961

sampling (14,400 UF1 stars deg−2) than any other technique.962

The science applications of the GPIPS data will likely be many, and are well beyond the scope963

of this introductory presentation. GPIPS data from earlier data releases have been used to create964
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the first resolved map of the plane-of-sky magnetic field strength for a molecular cloud (Marchwinski965

et al. 2012) and used with deeper K-band (2.2 µm) Mimir polarimetry to map the magnetic field966

strength across an Infrared Dark Cloud (Hoq et al. 2017).967

In the following, example studies based on comparisons of GPIPS to Planck yielded some new968

findings and insights. The first comparison involved the plane-of-sky polarization position angle969

orientation distributions of Planck and GPIPS. The second was a deeper look at the anti-correlation970

of WGPA and P50.971

5.1. Plane-of-Sky Polarization Orientation Distributions Comparison972

The histograms of Galactic polarization position angle using GPIPS NIR background starlight973

polarimetry were shown in Figure 24 of Paper III and here in Figure 7.C. The first was constructed974

from values measured in the DR1 GPIPS release of 50,000 stars of UF1 type with the additional975

criterion of requiring P ′/σP ≥ 2.5, to select higher quality measurements. The resulting histogram976

of the numbers of such stars versus GPA revealed a single peak at about GPA=75◦ with a FWHM977

width of about 50◦.978

Here, using GPIPS DR4, the distribution of the FOV-based median values derived from the GPA979

distributions for the UF1 stars in each of the GPIPS FOVs was presented in Figure 7.C. There, the980

median of the GPA50 distribution is 76.7◦, with an interquartile range of about 43◦. So, while the981

distribution of GPA50 values appears to be somewhat narrower than the corresponding distribution982

of high quality DR1 GPIPS star GPA values, the distribution centers are similar.983

For Planck 353 GHz polarization, Planck Collaboration Int. XIX (2015) showed, in their Figure 3,984

the distribution of GPAs with, and without, bandpass correction terms. When corrected using985

their favored approach, the GPA distribution for the first Galactic quadrant (longitudes 0 to 90◦,986

encompassing the GPIPS region) shows a peak at a GPA equivalent5 of about 95◦ and a FWHM of987

about 40◦. Their PA distribution shows the same asymmetry of lower likelihoods for GPAs greater988

5 Planck Collaboration Int. XIX (2015) reported position angles ψ for the peak of the electric field vector, which is

perpendicular to the magnetic field orientation for thermal dust emission. Those angles are rotated by 90◦ here to

become GPA values.
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than 90◦ and higher likelihoods for GPAs less than 90◦, as seen in the GPIPS distributions. Thus,989

the Planck results disagree in mean or median GPA values with respect to GPIPS by about one half990

of the distribution widths, although the distribution shapes appear to be similar.991

More recently, Planck Collaboration XII (2018), in their Figure 6, reported a 353 GHz GPA his-992

togram for the entire sky, computed for 80 arcmin resolution, that peaks at about 86◦ and has a993

FWHM of about 40◦. This is closer to the ∼77◦ value found in GPIPS data, but still differs by 9◦.994

The exact reason for the difference in GPA distributions between GPIPS and Planck remains995

unknown. It could arise from differences in the effects of angular resolution and/or the line-of-sight996

distances probed. The GPIPS angular sampling is orders of magnitude finer than Planck achieves,997

so GPIPS could be resolving structures that are too small to be resolved by Planck . Yet many998

of the features found here in the GPIPS 2-D (e.g., Figure 14) and 1-D (e.g., Figure 9) plots span999

angular sizes that are much larger than the Planck polarization resolution. Line-of-sight effects could1000

be causing Planck beams to integrate dust emission over much longer distances than are probed1001

using GPIPS, again leading to smoothing of GPIPS-resolved changes by the Planck observations and1002

analyses. GPIPS findings, derived from polarizations of background stars, will necessarily be limited1003

in the line-of-sight distances that can be probed, as stellar faintness and extinction both contribute1004

to detection limitations (Paper I, and Section 4.1, above). However, the presence of the Galactic1005

bulge in the GPIPS stellar distributions (Figure 9 and Figure 12) shows that the GPIPS far horizon1006

must extend to at least 5-7 kpc from the sun.1007

The question of exactly why GPIPS and Planck differ in their inferred GPA distributions remains1008

unanswered and may have to wait until robust models of the Galactic magnetic field, at spatial and1009

angular resolutions finer than currently exist, become available for testing.1010

5.2. The Anti-Correlation of WGPA and P501011

The anti-correlation of WGPA and P50 seen in Figure 11.E has been seen previously in Planck1012

polarization data (e.g., Figure 23 of Planck Collaboration Int. XIX 2015) and perhaps in SCUBA1013

submm polarization data even earlier (Poidevin et al. 2010). More recent Planck analysis (Planck1014

Collaboration XII 2018) used a larger region of the sky over which to find a width-polarization1015
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relation they argued was of the form S×P = constant, where S is a measure of polarization position1016

angle dispersion and P is the fractional polarization measured at 353 GHz.1017

In Planck Collaboration XII (2018), an analytic model was constructed using gaussian fluctuations1018

containing combinations of uniform and random (turbulent) magnetic fields for multiple zones along1019

the line of sight to test the observed S×P relation, and a strong anti-correlation was found between1020

S and P . They argue that this anti-correlation is a direct result of magnetic field topology and should1021

be a general property of the Galactic magnetic field.1022

To examine whether GPIPS was also returning similar results, the plot of WGPA versus P50, which1023

should be closely equivalent to the S versus P plots in the Planck papers, was recast in the log-log1024

form used in the Planck papers and is presented as the A-panel of Figure 16. There, each black dot1025

is plotted at the log-based location corresponding to the median UF1 polarization (P50) and the1026

interquartile range (WGPA) for one GPIPS FOV. The red line represents the best fit robust linear1027

regression, resulting in a slope of −1.266 ± 0.014. This power law index is similar to the −1 value1028

dictated by the S×P relation. But, the measured index misses negative unity by almost twenty times1029

its uncertainty. While the GPIPS data appear to be generally consistent with the Planck findings,1030

there are key differences.1031

5.2.1. Locating Strong and Weak Magnetic Field Regions1032

In Planck Collaboration Int. XIX (2015), the highest PA-dispersed regions were argued to form1033

boundaries between isolated segments characterized by high-P values and low-PA dispersions (their1034

Figure 22.top). These isolated segments could represent regions of greater magnetic field strength, or1035

at least greater magnetic field orientation coherence. The sizes of the isolated Planck segments appear1036

to be a few degrees. Since GPIPS data exhibit a similar anti-correlation of S and P , the question of1037

whether similar isolated segments of low PA-dispersion are surrounded by high PA-dispersion regions1038

in GPIPS was examined to try to learn about these potentially magnetic-dominated zones.1039

The Figure 16 A-panel distribution was divided into five subsamples of GPIPS FOVs that spanned1040

low- to high-P50 values. This division was performed in a way that was equivalent to collecting the1041

A-panel distribution into bins oriented perpendicular to the red line, as suggested by the dashed blue1042
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Figure 16. The WGPA-P50 anti-correlation and the five selected subsamples of GPIPS FOVs. (Left,

A-panel): Distribution of GPIPS WGPA and P50 FOV-based data values, plotted in base-10 log-log format.

Black dots correspond to the WGPA and P50 values of the individual GPIPS FOVs. The red, dashed line

represents the robust linear regressed line. Dashed blue lines oriented perpendicular to the red line indicate

notional binning of data into bins spaced along the red line. (Right-upper, B-panel): Same distribution of

WGPA and P50 data points as for the A-panel, after rotating and shifting to make the regressed linear-

fit line centered and horizontal (see text). Data points are colored red, blue, green, black, and gray to

indicate the data subsample to which they were assigned - red for the S1 highest-P50/lowest-WGPA FOVs

subset through the other colors to gray for S5, representing the lowest-P50/highest-WGPA FOVs subset.

(Right-lower, C-panel): Histogram of the numbers of GPIPS FOVs falling into 41 bins along the XPW axis.

Histogram colors are the same as for the data points in the B-panel.

lines in that panel. Such binning respects the S × P anti-correlation while retaining sensitivity to1043

differences in the magnetic field properties of the GPIPS FOVs along the correlation direction. The1044

method involved rotating the distribution of A-panel points to cause the red line of correlation to1045

become horizontal, resulting in the FOV distribution shown in the B-panel of Figure 16. Through this1046
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rotation, the new axes (XPW and YPW ) became linear combinations of P50 and WGPA and thereby1047

carried mixed units. In the B-panel, the GPIPS fields are mostly distributed horizontally without1048

much coherent curvature of YPW on XPW . As a result, the GPIPS FOVs became primarily distributed1049

along the new x-axis, which maximally separated FOVs with high-P/low-WGPA from FOVs with the1050

opposite behavior. The Figure 16 C-panel shows a normalized histogram, after marginalizing over1051

YPW , with the rotated axis XPW as the new indicator of likely magnetic field strength or coherence.1052

Five subsamples of the rotated GPIPS FOV values were selected. These probed the magnetic nature1053

of the high-P50/low-WGPA FOVs using three of the subsamples, the low-P50/high-WGPA FOVs1054

with one subsample, and collected the remaining (moderate-P50/moderate-WGPA) FOVs into one1055

reference subsample. The most highly-polarized, and least PA-dispersed, subsample of GPIPS FOVs1056

were chosen to be the 64 FOVs (∼2% of the total in the full distribution) with the most positive1057

XPW values in Figure 16.C. This subsample was designated S1 and those FOVs are colored red in1058

the B- and C-panels. The 129 next-most highly-polarized GPIPS FOVs (∼4%) comprised the S21059

subsample and are colored blue. The 258 GPIPS FOVs (∼8%) beyond S2 became the S3 subsample1060

and are colored green. At the other end of the histogram, a subsample of 452 GPIPS FOVs (∼14%1061

- equal in size to the the total of the S1, S2, and S3 subsamples) containing the least polarized and1062

most PA dispersed FOVs was designated S5 and its FOVs are indicated in gray. The remaining 2,3341063

GPIPS FOVs (∼72%) in the middle of the distribution were designated S4 and are colored black to1064

identify the non-extreme, more average behaviors of their FOVs.1065

Multi-Dimensional Analysis of Coherent High-P/Low-WGPA Structures —Figure 17 offers a two-fold1066

comparison of the relative locations of the S1, S2, and S3 high-P50/low-WGPA selected FOVs (red,1067

green, and blue points, respectively) and the S5 low-P50/high-WGPA selected FOVs (gray points).1068

The top, A-panel of Figure 17 presents the Galactic longitude and latitude distribution of those FOVs.1069

There appear to be many distinct clumps of multiple GPIPS FOVs exhibiting high-P50/low-WGPA1070

values. The largest of these clumps show central cores comprised of S1 (red) points surrounded, or1071

bordered, by S2 (blue) and S3 (green) FOV points. Under the assumption of rough uniformity1072

of gas velocity dispersion and density over FOV sizes, these could signify zones of high1073
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magnetic field strength being embedded in somewhat weaker field regions. Alternatively, they could1074

signify zones where the magnetic field is purely in the plane of the sky, and so maximizes P50 values1075

and minimizes WGPA ones, while being surrounded by regions of more mixed, less uniform, magnetic1076

field inclination angles.1077

The S5 (gray) FOV points also show multiple resolved regions, but these tend to be located mostly1078

at the Galactic latitude limits of the survey region. As these zones contain somewhat fewer UF1 stars1079

and lower P50 values, the S5 regions could represent either lower extinction zones, weaker magnetic1080

field zones, or zones with more random magnetic field orientations and/or inclinations.1081

There does appear to be a rough anti-correlation of S5 fields with the S1, S2, and S3 fields in1082

longitude and latitude space, but concluding that the high-WGPA S5 fields are defining boundaries1083

around, or between, low-WGPA S1, S2, and S3 fields seems unsupported in these GPIPS data.1084

Instead, the high-P zones appear to be surrounded by more average (e.g., S4 - not shown in these1085

plots for clarity) magnetic field strength (or orientation coherence) regions.1086

The bottom, Figure 17 B-panel shows GPA values versus Galactic longitude locations of the FOVs.1087

Many of the same groupings of colors remain coherently located in this plot. Thus these regions of1088

higher-P50/lower-WGPA appear to be associated with resolved, coherent magnetic fields, at least1089

locally, that have nearly constant plane of sky orientations (GPAs).1090

Resolved Strong Field Regions—In order to obtain some quantitative evaluation of this clustering1091

behavior, and to locate these potentially strong magnetic field regions, coherent groupings of points1092

were identified visually in Figure 17. Groups needed to exhibit agreement in subsample designation1093

(S-number or plotted color), Galactic longitude and latitude, and GPA so as to remain identifiable1094

as distinct clumps. Subjectively, there appear to be about ten such large groups, each of which has1095

multiple high-P50/low-WGPA (strong B-field) S1 (red) FOVs, many S2 (blue) FOVs, and many S31096

(green) FOVs. There are also some lesser groups that have one or no S1 FOVs. The longitude and1097

latitude center locations as well as angular and GPA spans for the ten major groups are summarized1098

in Table 5 and are shown as light brown rectangles in Figure 17.1099
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Figure 17. Multi-dimensional distributions of the (strong field) S1, S2, S3 and (weak field) S5 subsamples

of GPIPS FOVs. (Top, A-panel): Galactic longitude and latitude locations of the subsample FOVs. The S1,

S2, and S3 (red, blue, and green) FOVs appear to group into distinct structures while the S5 (gray) FOVs

mostly form structures at the latitude limits of GPIPS. (Middle, B-panel): Median GPA versus Galactic

longitude for the subsample FOVs. The spatial coherence seen for the S1, S2, and S3 FOVs in the top panel

is also present as coherent GPA values for each distinct structure in the lower panel. This is not the case

for the S5 (gray) FOVs, which show much less GPA clustering. Light brown rectangles indicate the extents

of the ten groups described in the text and listed in Table 5.
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Table 5. High-P/Low-WGPA Groups of Potentially Strong Magnetic Fields

Number Designation Galactic Ranges of GPA Range N(FOVs)

Longitude Latitude (S1+S2)

(◦) (◦) (◦)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1 L20.5 [19.8, 21.0] [−1.0, 0.0] [60, 100] 22

2 L22.0 [21.2, 22.9] [−1.0, 0.0] [20, 50] 16

3 L24.5 [24.0, 25.3] [−0.3, +0.5] [45, 100] 13

4 L26.0 [25.6, 26.5] [+0.4, +1.0] [40, 80] 9

5 L34.3 [33.8, 35.1] [−1.0, +0.3] [0, 27] 7

6 L35.3A [35.0, 36.0] [−1.0, −0.5] [38, 65] 3

7 L35.3B [35.1, 36.1] [−0.35, +0.15] [85, 135] 7

8 L37.5 [36.6, 38.0] [+0.1, +1.0] [85, 118] 17

9 L47.5 [46.0, 48.5] [−1.0, 0.0] [60, 90] 23

10 L53.5 [52.5, 54.5] [−0.1, +0.8] [45, 75] 15

In Table 5, the first column is a group sequence number, ordered by increasing Galactic longitude.1100

The second column offers designations, based on the mean Galactic longitude of the group. The next1101

column lists the longitude range spanned by each group, followed by the latitude range spanned. The1102

fifth column lists the GPA range spanned. The sixth column lists the total number of the highest-P1103

S1 (red) and S2 (blue) GPIPS FOVs contained within each group. These two extreme FOV type1104

appear to be more clustered in the Figure 17 A- and B-panels than do the S3 (green) FOVs and so1105

were chosen to define the group extents and contents.1106

The total number of S1 and S2 GPIPS FOVs contained within the ten groups is 132. This is1107

about 68% of the total number of S1+S2 FOVs. That is, the highest-P50/lowest-WGPA FOVs1108

appear to be the most clustered class of FOVs. This would seem to argue that resolved regions1109

with strong magnetic fields are not uniformly distributed but instead are localized to perhaps 10-121110
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major structures. The average S1+S2 FOV count per group is about 13. For circular groups, this is1111

equivalent to a diameter projection spanning about 0.4◦, or 18 pc for an average assumed distance of1112

2.6 kpc (see Section 4.1). While it is possible that these groups represent just the highest-P50 centers1113

of larger coherent structures, it is difficult to imagine that the groups found here also happen to be1114

located within structures having sizes of several degrees, as the Planck analyses (Planck Collaboration1115

Int. XIX 2015) would suggest.1116

The remaining 2,334 S4 GPIPS FOVs (72%), colored black in the right panel of Figure 16, were1117

also plotted in the same form as for the high and low P50 fields shown in Figure 17. Those S4 fields,1118

exhibiting more typical values of P50 and WGPA, were found to be mostly uniformly distributed in1119

Galactic longitude and latitude, absent the regions already selected by the high and low P50 fields.1120

The average fields were also distributed somewhat uniformly along the GPA plot, though following1121

the trends seen in Figure 9.C, with no groupings as obvious as those listed in Table 5.1122

Thus, the S5 (gray; low P50) fields seem to mostly occupy the survey latitude boundaries, the S1,1123

S2, and S3 high-P50 fields (red, blue, green) are mostly found in about ten resolved groupings, and1124

the more moderate P50/WGPA FOVs are fairly uniformly distributed.1125

The positions and extents of the ten high-P50 groups listed in Table 5 were compared to the1126

positions and extents of previously cataloged star formation regions in the GPIPS zone to ascertain1127

whether star formation correlates with high-P50/low-WGPA (strong magnetic field) conditions. The1128

regions tabulated by Murray & Rahman (2010) that showed strong thermal free-free emission, as1129

detected by WMAP and correlated with GLIMPSE and Midcourse Space Experiment MSX (Price1130

et al. 2001) images, include eleven within the GPIPS zone. Similarly, the catalog of Red MSX1131

Sources (RMS: Urquhart et al. 2014) lists fifteen luminous, and presumably massive, young stars in1132

the GPIPS region. The agreement with the GPIPS group list of Table 5 was weak—4 of 11 for the1133

WMAP regions and only 2 of 15 for the RMS objects. Some of these massive star forming regions are1134

also likely at distances too great for GPIPS to have been able to probe. The generally poor matching1135

of high-P/low-WGPA regions with zones of massive star formation may indicate that strong and/or1136

uniform magnetic field conditions are not prevalent in such settings.1137
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Are these high-P50/low-WGPA groups physical objects with strong magnetic field strengths, or are1138

they regions where the magnetic field just happens to be well-aligned and mostly in the plane of the1139

sky? Establishing magnetic field strengths for the regions rests on application of the DCF method,1140

and thereby requires high-quality information for gas velocity dispersions and gas volume densities1141

across the regions, or Zeeman Effect high-resolution and high-sensitivity molecular line spectroscopy.1142

These are beyond the scope of this paper, but should be pursued.1143

5.2.2. GPA Distributions Comparison1144

Do regions of strong (or uniform) magnetic fields, as delineated by the high-P50/low-WGPA FOVs1145

in GPIPS, show mean Galactic polarization position angles that are distinct from the other, more1146

typical, GPIPS FOVs? To try to answer this question, Figure 18 was created. Its upper-left, A-1147

panel shows the GPIPS FOV values of WGPA versus Galactic polarization position angle GPA50,1148

color-coded into the same S1, S2, and S3 high-P50 (red, blue, green), S4 average-P50 (black), and1149

S5 low-P50 (gray) GPIPS FOV classifications, as per the previous discussion. The overall impression1150

is that the S1, S2, and S3 FOVs occupy lesser values of WGPA compared to the S4 and S5 points,1151

but this merely reflects the way the FOVs were chosen for type/color classification. There is a clear1152

asymmetry of FOVs with GPA50, with all subsets of FOVs showing distribution centers less than1153

GPA50 = 90◦. The S5 low-P50 (gray) points seem to exhibit a GPA50 spread with the least central1154

concentration—that is, they have the most uniform distribution of GPA50 values.1155

To examine how the various subsamples of FOVs are distributed in GPA50, scaled histograms were1156

formed and are shown as the upper-right, B-panel in Figure 18. The points in the upper-left, A-panel1157

were binned by GPA50 separately for each of the subsamples. The resulting histograms were scaled1158

to the same integrated number of FOV counts as in the (typical) S4 sample (black histogram; 2,3341159

FOVs) and successively offset by 300 counts. All five histograms show mostly similar behavior: a1160

broad peak near GPA50 = 75◦, with a slow decay to lesser GPA50 values and a faster decay to1161

greater GPA50 values. Hence, all GPIPS FOVs appear to be drawn from nearly the same parent1162

GPA50 distribution. However, subtle differences can be seen, especially when comparing the high-1163

P50 S1 (red) and low-P50 S5 (gray) histograms. The high-P50 S1 histogram appears to have a1164
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more concentrated peak region and no counts beyond GPA50 = 120◦. The low-P50 S5 histogram1165

has a broader peak region and a broader distributed region, with significant FOV counts beyond1166

GPA50 = 120◦.1167

These small differences were enhanced by forming differences of the high-P50 and low-P50 his-1168

tograms against the average-P50 histogram. The S1 (red), S2 (blue), and S3 (green) histograms1169

were added and scaled to the total FOV counts in the S4 (black) histogram, and these two resulting1170

histograms were differenced to create the purple histogram in the lower-left, C-panel of Figure 18.1171

Similarly, the S5 low-P50 histogram (gray) was scaled to the S4 (black) histogram and differenced, to1172

create the gray histogram in the lower-right, D-panel. In the C-panel, the high-P/low-WGPA FOVs1173

show an excess of GPIPS FOVs exhibiting near-disk-parallel, 60-90◦ GPA50 values, relative to the1174

average GPIPS FOVs, and a deficit of FOVs with GPA50 values in the 110 to 170◦ range. In the1175

D-panel, the low-P50/high-WGPA, gray difference histogram shows features with almost opposite1176

behavior, showing a broad deficit for GPA50 values in the range 30-90◦ and a slight excess of FOVs,1177

relative to the average, for GPA50 values in the 120-175◦ range.1178

The C-panel (purple) and D-panel (gray) difference histograms give the impression of being anti-1179

correlated, but upon plotting the C-panel y-axis values against the D-panel y-axis values and fitting,1180

the linear correlation coefficient was found to be small (−0.67 for 19 points) and not significant.1181

Given the peaked shape of the S4 (black) average FOV sample in the B-panel, the feature seen in1182

the D-panel (gray) difference histogram likely only indicates that the upper-right, B-panel S5 (gray)1183

histogram is wider and flatter than the S4 (black) histogram. Thus, in differencing, that which1184

survives to become the S5-S4 (gray) histogram in the D-panel is essentially just the negative of the1185

S4 (black) histogram in the B-panel.1186

In summary, the strong (or uniform) magnetic field candidate zones, traced by the high-P50/low-1187

WGPA GPIPS FOVs, appear to have a slight preference for exhibiting GPA50 values consistent with1188

magnetic fields that are disk-parallel, while the low-P50/high-WGPA GPIPS FOVs appear to have1189

mostly random magnetic field orientations. These properties are somewhat in agreement with the1190

findings reported for Planck polarization data in Planck Collaboration Int. XIX (2015), though no1191
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Figure 18. Distributions of median GPA values for GPIPS FOVs. (Upper-Left, A-panel): WGPA versus

GPA50 for all GPIPS FOVs, with symbols representing the S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5 subsamples of FOVs colored

red, blue, green, black, and gray, as in Figure 16, respectively. (Upper-Right, B-panel): GPA50 histograms

for each of the subsamples of GPIPS FOVs. The histograms have been offset successively by 300 and each

non-black histogram was scaled to have the same total FOV counts as in the S4 black histogram, for ease of

comparison. (Lower-Left, C-panel): Difference histogram, in purple, of scaled S1+S2+S3 (red+green+blue)

histograms from the B-panel minus the S4 (black) FOV histogram. There is an excess of high-P50 FOVs

having GPA50 values near 60–90◦ and a deficit of intermediate GPA50 values greater than 90◦. (Lower Right,

D-panel): Difference histogram, in gray, computed from the scaled S5 (gray) histogram of the B-panel minus

the S4 (black) histogram from that panel.
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strong evidence is found here for the high-WGPA (weak field) FOVs to be located surrounding the1192

low-WGPA (strong field) FOVs, and the size scales of the high-P50 groups are much smaller than1193

for the Planck -identified regions.1194

5.3. Remaining Questions1195

The GPIPS data analyses presented above have revealed new aspects of the nature of the magnetic1196

field in the cold, dusty, star-forming molecular component of the interstellar medium in the disk of1197

the first quadrant of the inner Galaxy. In doing so, questions have arisen about the locations and1198

natures of the structures newly found.1199

The orientations of NIR polarizations across the GPIPS zone are mostly parallel to the Galactic1200

midplane, but not perfectly so. An overall offset of about 13-15◦ is present. Resolved regions show1201

orientations that differ by up to 90◦ from the Galactic disk orientation. Is the overall offset merely due1202

to contamination by a few regions showing large GPA offsets? What are the natures of those GPA1203

offset regions? How do they relate to star-formation zones, supernovae, and/or large-scale outflows1204

off the disk midplane? How would counterparts in external galaxies appear?1205

How well do magnetic fields follow spiral arms? If material (stars, gas, and dust) flows into and1206

through the arms, how does that affect the spiral magnetic field? Do cool gas and dust clouds acquire1207

magnetic fields in spiral arms or do they retain magnetic fields established at formation?1208

Magnetic fields in the Milky Way and external galaxies may be apportioned into large-scale (uni-1209

form), medium-scale (anisotropic random), and small-scale (random, tangled, or turbulent) aspects1210

(see reviews by Beck 2015; Haverkorn 2015). What can the wealth of cold-ISM-probing GPIPS data1211

reveal about the natures of the magnetic field on these different size scales in comparison to the1212

corresponding hot-ISM values? What are the mean sizes of magnetically-coherent zones or cells (e.g.,1213

Jones et al. 1992)? What is the GPIPS-measured ratio of uniform-to-random magnetic field strength1214

and how does it change with location?1215
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6. SUMMARY1216

The Galactic Plane Infrared Polarization Survey (GPIPS) was conducted to help reveal the detailed1217

plane-of-sky orientations of the magnetic field in the cool, dusty, star-forming ISM of the disk of the1218

Milky Way in the first Galactic quadrant. GPIPS used near-infrared (NIR) observations in the H-1219

band (1.6 µm) to obtain background starlight polarimetry across 76 deg2 of the Galactic midplane.1220

It achieved almost 30 arcsec mean angular sampling for linear polarization measurements.1221

GPIPS Data Release 4 (DR4) provides H-band in-band stellar magnitudes, linear Stokes param-1222

eters, and derived polarization properties as well as 2MASS, GLIMPSE, WISE , and Gaia DR21223

cross-references and key data values. GPIPS DR4 contains almost 10 million stellar polarization1224

measurements, of which more than 1 million are of high enough quality to permit individual use.1225

The remaining almost 9 million will be most useful when considered together in Bayesian or other1226

analysis methods in conjunction with archival photometric, parallax, and spectroscopic data.1227

Here, the high-quality GPIPS data for each of the 3,237 observed 10 × 10 arcmin fields-of-view1228

(FOVs) were converted to distribution functions for four key properties: the number of stars per FOV;1229

the median polarization percentage; the median polarization position angle; and the interquartile1230

range of the position angle distribution. Those FOV-based properties were themselves converted to1231

distribution functions, one-dimensional averages (in each of Galactic longitude and latitude), and1232

two-dimensional distributions of these properties. The median number of high-quality GPIPS stars1233

per FOV is 252, or about 60 per Planck polarization resolution element. Median NIR polarization1234

percentages are around 1.5% for the H-band.1235

The median polarization position angle, in Galactic coordinates (GPA), is about 76.7◦, some 13.3◦1236

offset from that expected for a magnetic field oriented parallel to the Galactic disk midplane. While1237

none of the four key characterizing properties showed strong variation with Galactic latitude, longi-1238

tude variations of GPA were highly significant. Many zones show GPA deviations of 30◦ to 90◦ from1239

being disk-parallel.1240

Because NIR polarization arises due to alignment of dust grains within dusty molecular clouds,1241

which also introduce significant extinction, there are distance limits imposed on the detection of1242
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GPIPS stars, which favor sensing the magnetic field in the portion of the first quadrant closer than1243

about 6-7 kpc. This region includes portions of the Sagittarius and Scutum spiral arms and perhaps1244

the near-side end of the central Galactic Bar. This represents an advantage for GPIPS in being able1245

to accurately reveal the direction of the magnetic field over limited sightline distances, in comparison1246

to Planck polarimetry, which carries contributions spanning vastly greater distances and thereby1247

misses small-scale and localized changes in magnetic field properties.1248

An anti-correlation of the median polarization percentages with the widths of the position angle1249

distributions for the FOV-based analysis was revealed and found to be generally similar to that seen1250

in Planck analyses (“S × p”: Planck Collaboration Int. XIX 2015; Planck Collaboration XII 2018).1251

There are important differences, however. The angular sizes of the largest ten groups showing high1252

median polarization percentages (and presumably stronger magnetic field strengths) in GPIPS are1253

nearly an order of magnitude smaller than the zones seen in Planck . Also, the suggestion that the1254

high polarization zones are surrounded by low polarization shells or membranes (Planck Collaboration1255

Int. XIX 2015) is not supported by analysis of the GPIPS data.1256
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APPENDIX1258

A. DATA QUALITY EVALUATIONS1259

Checks and evaluations of data obtained for GPIPS were performed as the data were collected,1260

reduced, and analyzed to develop provisional data products. Observations judged to have not met1261

the quality standards described below were rejected and the FOV(s) were re-observed as needed to1262

obtain the high quality data required for inclusion in the final GPIPS DR4 data products.1263

Table A1 presents a shortened, representative portion of the Field Properties Summary Table,1264

which is contained in the full DR4 file set. The FOV rows selected for presentation in Table A11265

highlight FOVs that passed all of the quality controls and a couple of FOVs that did not fully meet1266

one quality test. In the Table, the first column lists the sequential GPIPS FOV number, from 0001 to1267

3237. The second and third columns list the Galactic coordinates of the true centers of the observed1268

FOVs. Note that all image orientations were equatorial. The fourth column lists the angular offset,1269

in arcsec, of the true FOV center direction from the nominal GPIPS grid center direction. Adjacent1270

GPIPS grid centers were designed to provide FOV overlap by up to one arcmin, so acceptable offset1271

values were generally less than about 45 arcsec. The largest center position offset that was judged1272

acceptable was 55 arcsec. The fifth column lists the observing night designations, in YYYYMMDD1273

form of the UT date. The sixth column identifies the first image number of the observation, and may1274

be matched to the hand-written observing logs (available from the DR4 website) to obtain sky and1275

instrument context regarding specific observations. The seventh column lists the FWHM of the deep1276

photometric image PSF, in arcsec, corrected for the pixel sampling contribution.1277

Column eight lists the Secular Amplitude for each observation. This represents the slow variation1278

in stellar brightness levels (above the background sky) for the typically ∼300 bright stars per FOV1279

matched between the first image and each of the remaining 95—118 images for an observation (e.g.,1280

Figure 10 of Paper I). Secular Amplitude values exceeding 3% were judged to indicate contamination1281

by clouds or other problems and those FOVs were re-observed. The ninth column lists the amplitude1282

of the Sky Noise, computed as the root-mean-square (RMS) of the image-to-image star-matched1283
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brightness changes, after removal of the secular variation and removal of the modulation by the1284

average polarization for the FOV. This characterization is also described in detail in Appendix B of1285

Paper I. Sky Noise levels above 1.2% were judged excessive and those FOVs were re-observed. Of the1286

3,237 FOVs, only one FOV exceeded this criterion and was retained (its Sky Noise value was 1.3%).1287

The number of images rejected from each observation set for poor PSF shapes is listed in column1288

ten. At least 89 acceptable images per FOV were required for an observation to be included, and the1289

number of accepted images is listed in column eleven. This criterion ensured that multiple images1290

would sample all 16 HWP orientation angles.1291

Column twelve lists a Pattern Score for each FOV. These were formed by combining seven different1292

quantitative evaluations of the polarization percentage and orientation patterns for each FOV. They1293

were used to assess whether the resulting polarization patterns resembled parallel orientation direc-1294

tions or orientation directions that aligned tangentially (i.e., swirls), if the polarization percentage1295

increased with offset from the image center, and other negative characteristics. These evaluations1296

uncovered several observing or data reduction failures, including cases of frozen HWP rotation, bad1297

flat-field images, and other issues. A custom software tool, coded in IDL, was created to view the po-1298

larization pattern for each FOV observing set and to apply the seven evaluations. These component1299

scores were combined to be the Pattern Score, scaled to range from −9 to +9.1300

Strongly negative Pattern Scores correlated with non-physical, swirl-like orientation patterns that1301

also had polarization percentages rising with radial offset from image centers, neither of which should1302

occur. Strongly positive Pattern Scores showed highly-parallel polarization orientations and an ab-1303

sence of data problems. Score values less than zero indicated possible problems, and those FOVs were1304

re-observed. Some FOVs exhibited complex polarization orientation patterns resulting in mid-range,1305

but mostly positive, Pattern Scores. Re-observation of many of these FOVs recovered the same com-1306

plex polarization patterns, reinforcing their veracity. First re-observations of negative-scoring FOVs1307

generally did not yield polarization patterns consistent with the initial observations, so these FOVs1308

were re-observed until the patterns became stable in subsequent observations, which resulted in their1309

Pattern Scores becoming positive.1310
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The final column in the Table contains a Quality Control (QC) flag to indicate the overall quality1311

of the final data for each observed FOV. In this column, a zero entry means the observation met all1312
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of the criteria for PSF quality, Secular Amplitude, Sky Noise, good image count, and polarization1313

Pattern Score. Values greater than zero represent weighted degrees of departure from the goals. Of1314

the 3,237 FOVs comprising GPIPS, 3,145 (97.2%) met all of the quality goals, and so have zero value1315

entries in the QC flag column. Three FOVs had QC flag values of two (field numbers 461 [listed in1316

Table A1], 487, and 2115) due to their Pattern Scores being zero. Eighty-two FOVs had QC values1317

of unity, including FOV number 3129, which is also listed in Table A1. All of these are due to their1318

Pattern Scores being unity, that is, weakly positive but not as strongly positive (exhibiting highly1319

parallel polarization orientations) as for other fields. Six of the remaining seven FOVs with unity1320

QC values showed moderately higher Secular Amplitudes and center position offsets.1321

B. MATCHING Gaia DR2, 2MASS, GLIMPSE, AND WISE STARS TO GPIPS STARS1322

Stellar data for archival Gaia DR2, 2MASS, GLIMPSE, and WISE catalog entries were fetched using1323

the VizieR catalog tool (Ochsenbein et al. 2000) for all point sources contained within the boundaries1324

of each GPIPS FOV, using searches centered at the actual observed coordinates (Table A1). Since1325

GPIPS observations were obtained using sky dithering, with later sky registration and coadding of1326

the images, the resulting deep photometric and HWP images do not have sharply defined uniform1327

exposure edges nor uniform sizes. To set the search area for each FOV, the PHOTCAT stars with1328

the least and greatest R.A. and decl. values in the FOV were used to delineate the search box extent.1329

To this, an additional 1.5 arcsec wide outer zone was added to extend the field sizes to provide some1330

margin for individual star matching, as described below. The resulting search field sizes averaged1331

about 9.9 × 9.9 arcmin, somewhat smaller than the Mimir instrument FOV. The effective field size1332

for the archival catalog searches is about 1% larger than the effective DR4 FOV size (see Section 3.2),1333

which should bias the matching statistics only slightly.1334

Archival stars were matched to GPIPS stars in each FOV for each of the four catalogs using cone1335

searches with maximum relative projected radial offsets of 1.25 arcsec between GPIPS stars and1336

archival catalog stars. This value was selected based on using matches of test FOVs employing a set1337

of trial cone angle values. Star matching was performed starting from the brightest to the faintest1338

GPIPS stars in each FOV, and similarly brightest to faintest archival catalog stars, to minimize false1339
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matches that might have resulted from the large numbers of faint stars. A few GPIPS stars were1340

found to have potential matches to multiple archival catalog stars within the radial offset limit. For1341

these cases, color values were computed for each star (e.g., Gaia g-band minus Mimir H-band) and1342

were combined with the radial offset values using gaussian probability functions to select the single1343

most likely stellar match. Stars, once matched, were removed from the remaining GPIPS and archival1344

catalog potential matching pools.1345

B.1. Match Rates1346

Table B2 provides summaries of the numbers and rates of stellar matches of archival catalogs to1347

GPIPS. Additionally, for the POLCAT stars, the matching numbers and fractions for each of the1348

UF1 (and its UF0 subset, listed in italics), UF2, and UF3 star subsets are indicated. Using Table B2,1349

reverse match rates, for example the fraction of Gaia stars that have GPIPS POLCAT UF1 matches,1350

may be computed from the match numbers divided by the total entries for each of the four archival1351

catalogs across the GPIPS FOVs. These totals are listed in the final row of Table B2.1352

The greatest match rates of GPIPS to archival catalogs occurs for GLIMPSE. The lowest GLIMPSE1353

match rate is 70.6% for PHOTCATs and the highest is 99.4% for the UF0 subset of UF1 GPIPS stars.1354

For every UF stellar category, the rate of matching to GLIMPSE stars is higher than it is to any of the1355

other three archival catalogs. This is a distinct improvement compared to the GPIPS DR1 matching1356

approach and offers the opportunity to use H-band from GPIPS and M -band equivalent (4.5 µm)1357

from GLIMPSE to quantify line-of-sight extinction using the (H-M) colors with the Rayleigh-Jeans1358

Color Excess method (RJCE; Majewski et al. 2011).1359

In Table B2, the Gaia DR2 columns report the matching stellar numbers and rates for GPIPS stars1360

for the case of no application of the parallax evaluation (the “All” column) and for matching to stars1361

with the potentially useful parallax criteria (the “Parallax” column).1362

Overall, GPIPS POLCAT match rates with the archival catalogs are somewhat greater than PHOT-1363

CAT ones, as the latter contains more faint stars than the former. The overall GPIPS POLCAT1364

match rates are about 58% for Gaia (40% for Gaia stars with parallaxes), 74% for 2MASS, 86% for1365

GLIMPSE, and 17% for WISE . WISE is generally more sensitive than the Spitzer Infrared Array1366
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Table B2. Match Properties for GPIPS stars found in Archival Catalogs

GPIPS Gaia DR2 2MASS GLIMPSE WISE

Data Set All Parallax

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

PHOTCAT 7,732,890 5,077,793 8,350,602 10,955,641 1,702,876

49.8% 32.7% 53.8% 70.6% 11.0%

POLCAT 5,635,761 3,858,064 7,219,367 8,361,968 1,657,927

58.1% 39.7% 74.4% 86.1% 17.1%

UF1 857,821 641,151 985,415 1,011,415 721,267

84.0% 62.8% 96.5% 99.0% 70.6%

UF0 181,096 128,983 234,215 237,449 208,154

75.8% 54.0% 98.0% 99.4% 87.1%

UF2 1,915,221 1,282,912 2,504,421 2,691,718 674,206

66.6% 44.6% 87.1% 93.6% 23.4%

UF3 2,862,719 1,934,001 3,729,531 4,658,835 262,454

49.3% 33.3% 64.2% 80.2% 4.5%

Archival Totals 13,879,724 7,750,932 9,198,385 18,331,898 2,109,578

Camera (IRAC) (Fazio et al. 2004), used to conduct the GLIMPSE observations, for directions away1367

from the Galactic plane. But, WISE has coarser angular resolution than IRAC, resulting in a1368

brighter confusion limit in the Galactic plane and fewer sources per GPIPS FOV than for GLIMPSE1369

in the same wavebands.1370

In Table B2, there is a trend of increasing GPIPS match rates as UF number decreases, corre-1371

sponding to increasing apparent brightness. The one interesting exception is the POLCAT UF01372

subset matching to Gaia , which shows somewhat lower rates than the larger UF1 sample which con-1373

tains UF0. This could be caused by the greater P ′ values in UF0 arising because of their greater dust1374
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column densities and thereby greater AV values. This in turn would affect Gaia matches through the1375

optical g-band brightness limit, as these shorter wavelengths would suffer the greatest extinctions.1376

The archival catalog matching information was integrated into GPIPS in two ways, one related to1377

the FOV-based data products and one related to the unique star data file.1378

B.2. FOV-Based Archival Catalog Stellar Match Data Files1379

For the FOV-based products, the 2MASS and GLIMPSE matching stellar information was directly1380

integrated into the PHOTCAT and POLCAT files for each of the 3,237 GPIPS FOVs. These 2MASS1381

and GLIMPSE values supersede the values listed in the GPIPS DR1 through DR3 listings, as follows.1382

Prior to DR4, only the highest-quality 2MASS data were included in GPIPS files by requiring an “A”1383

photometry quality rating for each of the J-, H-, and K-band 2MASS magnitudes (Skrutskie et al.1384

2006). For DR4, this criterion was removed, allowing all 2MASS matches to be included. The1385

fraction of GPIPS POLCAT stars with 2MASS entries thereby increased from about 64% for DR11386

to about 74% for DR4. Similarly, prior to DR4, GLIMPSE data were included in GPIPS files only1387

through being matched via their 2MASS designations. For DR4, GLIMPSE point source positions1388

were directly matched to GPIPS stars and were included in GPIPS files. This approach greatly1389

increased the fraction of GPIPS entries with GLIMPSE matches, especially those for which 2MASS1390

matches were lacking due to faintness.1391

The Gaia DR2 stellar data were further examined to determine the quality of the parallax in-1392

formation provided in DR2. Stars with possibly useful parallax values for GPIPS applications by1393

potential users were judged to be those for which the parallax SNR (π/σπ) was greater than 0.5 and1394

the parallax value was greater than −2 mas. As noted earlier in the text, these liberal limits will1395

mainly remove non-detection upper limits and spurious values while avoiding potential population1396

biases (Luri et al. 2018; Bailer-Jones et al. 2018). These do not include the additional criteria on1397

g-band mag, H-band mag, or (H −K) color uncertainties that were applied to create Figures 2, 3,1398

and 4 and the associated summaries presented in Table 2.1399

For each of Gaia DR2, 2MASS, GLIMPSE, and WISE , the FOV-based approach generated one data1400

file per FOV for each of these four archival catalogs. In each file, every archival star contained within1401
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the FOV search area for that catalog is listed, along with PHOTCAT and POLCAT star identifiers for1402

each matching GPIPS star. This approach provides bidirectional matching information and enables1403

characterizing match success rates. Note that these match rates are somewhat optimistic, in the1404

sense that not every match of an archival star to a GPIPS star will necessarily provide uniformly1405

high quality stellar information. Users are strongly encouraged to evaluate the uncertainties listed1406

for each reported value for matches between GPIPS and the archival entries.1407

Each Gaia , 2MASS, GLIMPSE, and WISE match file has metadata for the GPIPS FOV number,1408

search center sky direction in R.A. and decl., and field search size in the R.A. and decl. directions.1409

Each match file has one row for each archival star found in the search field. Each lists an R.A.-ordered1410

star number, followed by entries listing the matching POLCAT and/or PHOTCAT star, referenced1411

to the identifying entries in the GPIPS files, or a −99 value to indicate no match to a GPIPS star1412

was found. The R.A. and decl. listed in the archival catalog follow next. The 2MASS, GLIMPSE,1413

and WISE match file rows next list the three- or four-band magnitudes and uncertainties (J , H, and1414

K for 2MASS; 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, and 8.0 µm for GLIMPSE; W1[3.6], W2[4.5], W3[12], and W4[22 µm]1415

for WISE ), followed by the star designation unique to that catalog.1416

Gaia DR2 match files contain similar metadata, star numbers, GPIPS star numbers, and R.A. and1417

decl. values as reported in Gaia DR2. Next, each row lists the Gaia g-band magnitude, g-band mag.1418

uncertainty, parallax, parallax uncertainty, proper motions and their uncertainties in the R.A. and1419

decl. directions, and the Gaia star designation label.1420

B.3. Unique Star Data File Contents and Archival Match Information1421

As an alternative to the FOV-based data files, the unique star data file collects all GPIPS photom-1422

etry and polarimetry and all matching stellar data appropriate to each GPIPS star, with data fields1423

for each star entry as listed in Table B3. The unique star file contains entries for 13,861,329 GPIPS1424

stars found in the 3,237 PHOTCAT files.1425
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Table B3. Data Fields for Each Star in the Unique Star File

Field Name Type Example Values Description

NUM La 194418 RA-ordered star serial number

DESIG GPIPS S ‘GPIPS J182558.20-124843.5’

RA DEG D 276.49249 J2000 RA, in degrees

DEC DEG D −12.81209 J2000 decl., in degrees

GAL L D 18.65135 Galactic longitude, in degrees

GAL B D −0.27934 Galactic latitude, in degrees

GPSTAR L Array[4]: FOV×105+ stellar ID No.

L 3405524 Observation 1: FOV 34, star number 5524

L 3500495 Observation 2: FOV 35, star number 495

L 4806180 Observation 3: FOV 48, star number 180

L 4900307 Observation 4: FOV 49, star number 307

H MAG D 10.31231 Mimir H-band photometric magnitude

E HMAG D 0.00039 Internal uncertainty in H-band mag.

S PHOT D 0.02259 External H-band mag. uncert. (see Clemens et al. 2012c)

H VAR I 0 Variability flag for overlapping FOVs (see text)

P D 1.47 Debiased polarization percentage (P ′)

E P D 0.33 Uncertainty in polarization percentage

PA DEG D 13.7 Polarization position angle (EPA) E of N, in degrees

GPA DEG D 75.9 Galactic position angle (GPA), in degrees

E PA D 6.3 Uncertainty in position angles, in degrees

Q D 1.34 Stokes Q (%), normalized by Stokes I

E Q D 0.33 Uncertainty in Stokes Q (%)

U D 0.69 Stokes U (%), normalized by Stokes I

E U D 0.32 Uncertainty in Stokes U (%)

Table B3 continued on next page
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Table B3 (continued)

Field Name Type Example Values Description

NHWP I 64 Number of HWP images in which the star appears (see text)

UF I 1 Usage Flag (1, 2, 3, or −99) (Clemens et al. 2012c)

CAT FLAG I Array[5]: Array of archive catalog match codes

I 1 a POLCAT star matched, if =1

I 31 a Gaia DR2 star matched, see Table B4 for code meaning

I 7 a 2MASS star matched, see Table B4 for code meaning

I 15 a GLIMPSE star matched, see Table B4 for code meaning

I 31 a WISE star matched, see Table B4 for code meaning

Gaia DR2 data values:

DESIG GAIA S ‘15979648’

PAR D 0.0056 Parallax, in milli-arcsec

E PAR D 0.1948 Uncertainty in parallax, in milli-arcsec

GMAG D 17.1452 g-band photometric magnitude

E GMAG D 0.0016 Uncertainty in g-band mag.

PMRA D 0.128 Proper motion along RA, in mas yr−1

E PMRA D 0.329 Uncertainty in RA proper motion, in mas yr−1

PMDEC D −2.088 Proper motion along Dec, in mas yr−1

E PMDEC D 0.372 Uncertainty in Dec proper motion, in mas yr−1

2MASS data values:

DESIG 2MASS S ‘J18255820-1248437’

J 2MASS D 11.975 J-band photometric magnitude

E J2MASS D 0.033 Uncertainty in J-band mag.

H 2MASS D 10.408 H-band photometric magnitude

E H2MASS D 0.058 Uncertainty in H-band mag.

K 2MASS D 9.784 K-band photometric magnitude

E K2MASS D 99.99 Uncertainty in K-band mag. (note upper limit)

Table B3 continued on next page
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Table B3 (continued)

Field Name Type Example Values Description

GLIMPSE data values:

DESIG GLIMPSE S ‘G018.6514-00.2794’

B36MAG D 9.137 IRAC 3.6 µm (“∼L”) band photometric magnitude

E B36MAG D 0.104 Uncertainty in IRAC 3.6 µm band mag.

B45MAG D 9.011 IRAC 4.5 µm (“∼M”) band photometric magnitude

E B45MAG D 0.078 Uncertainty in 4.5 µm band mag.

B58MAG D 8.795 IRAC 5.8 µm band photometric magnitude

E B58MAG D 0.053 Uncertainty in IRAC 5.8 µm band mag.

B80MAG D 8.767 IRAC 8.0 µm band photometric magnitude

E B80MAG D 99.99 Uncertainty in IRAC 8.0 µm band mag. (note upper limit)

WISE data values:

DESIG WISE S ‘J182558.18-124842.9’

W1MAG D 8.975 WISE Band 1 (3.4 µm; “∼L”) photometric magnitude

E W1MAG D 0.025 Uncertainty in WISE Band 1 mag.

W2MAG D 8.877 WISE Band 2 (4.6 µm; “∼M”) photometric magnitude

E W2MAG D 0.022 Uncertainty in WISE Band 2 mag.

W3MAG D 7.733 WISE Band 3 (12 µm) photometric magnitude

E W3MAG D 0.195 Uncertainty in WISE Band 3 mag.

W4MAG D 3.969 WISE Band 4 (22 µm) photometric magnitude

E W4MAG D 0.069 Uncertainty in WISE Band 4 mag.

aData type: “I” - short integer; “L” - long integer; “D” - double precision real; “S” - string. Arrays are indicated by

variable type and number of entries.
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Most of the data fields in the unique star file are conventional and are based on existing GPIPS1426

(Paper III), 2MASS, GLIMPSE, Gaia DR2, and WISE catalogs and can be interpreted using Table B31427

and Table B4 as guides. A few of the fields are newly introduced here, and warrant discussion.1428

The GPSTAR array carries the combined FOV and star number in that FOV for the up to four1429

observations of any one unique star. For the example star shown in Table B3, there were four1430

observations of this star, as indicated in the GPSTAR entries. For stars with only a single observation,1431

the first entry of GPSTAR contains the FOV and star number and the remaining GPSTAR entries1432

are set to −1.1433

The CAT FLAG array provides a quick encoding of information regarding the natures of the other1434

catalog properties for stars matched to the unique GPIPS star. The first CAT FLAG entry is either1435

unity, if there is matching GPIPS polarization information from one or more POLCATs, or zero if1436

there is no POLCAT information for this unique PHOTCAT star. The second through fifth entries1437

encode quality information related to each archival catalog match star, as listed in Table B4. The1438

score codes in the second column of Table B4 were summed for each catalog to create the reported1439

value. That is, a CAT FLAG score of 31 in the second array entry identifies a Gaia DR2 matched star1440

with reported values of parallax, g-band magnitude, as well as RA and decl. values of proper motion.1441

Note that these scores do not indicate confidence levels: instead, they only reports the presence or1442

absence of key quantities. Score maxima are unity for GPIPS POLCAT, 15 for 2MASS, and 31 for1443

the remaining catalogs. The CAT FLAG encoding is not perfect, however. For the example UF11444

star values presented in Table B3, the 2MASS K-band and GLIMPSE 8.0 µm band uncertainties1445

are reported as upper limits (with values of 99.99 in their uncertainty fields) while their photometric1446

values are still listed in those archival catalogs as well as here. Users are warned that the quick1447

summaries provided in the CAT FLAG array may miss such details.1448

The H VAR field identifies stars with multiple GPIPS observations that exhibit H-band photometric1449

differences in excess of ten times their propagated external photometric difference uncertainties. For1450

the up to four observations possible for stars in overlapping FOVs, if any of the (up to) six posible1451
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Table B4. CAT FLAG Entry Encoding

Entry Additive

Number Score Description

(1) (2) (3)

1 1 GPIPS POLCAT star was matched

2 1 Gaia DR2 star was matched

2 E PAR not upper limit (90.0)

4 E GMAG not upper limit (99.99)

8 E PMRA not upper limit (90.0)

16 E PMDEC not upper limit (90.0)

3 1 2MASS PSC star was matched

2 E J2MASS not upper limit (99.99)

4 E H2MASS not upper limit (99.99)

8 E K2MASS not upper limit (99.99)

4 1 GLIMPSE star was matched

2 E B36MAG not upper limit (99.99)

4 E B45MAG not upper limit (99.99)

8 E B58MAG not upper limit (99.99)

16 E B80MAG not upper limit (99.99)

5 1 WISE star was matched

2 E W1MAG not upper limit (99.99)

4 E W2MAG not upper limit (99.99)

8 E W3MAG not upper limit (99.99)

16 E W4MAG not upper limit (99.99)

pair-wise photometric differences exceed this 10σ threshold then the H VAR field was set to unity,1452

otherwise it was set to zero. A total of 18,499 stars have H VAR = 1 values.1453

In Table B3, the NHWP field most often lists the number of distinct HWP images (up to 16) in1454

which a non-overlapping star was detected. Faint stars might fail to be detected in all 16 HWP images1455
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for a FOV, so this field can be useful for culling faint polarization candidates. For overlapping FOVs,1456

NHWP carries the sum of all constituent HWP detection counts, resulting in a maximum value1457

for this field of 64, as is the case for the example star properties listed in Table B3. Combining1458

the GPSTAR and NHWP field information will provide adequate insight into whether a multiply1459

observed star was detected in sufficient HWP images to be useful.1460

Finally, the UF field carries the 1, 2, and 3 values associated with the UF1, UF2, and UF3 classifi-1461

cations described in the text. Note that for multiply observed stars, this classification was reassessed1462

after the stellar polarization data were merged from the multiple observation values. This could1463

result in a lower UF value than appear in the FOV-based single observations of the star. Also, for1464

stars in the PHOTCAT-based unique star file that do not have GPIPS polarization data (e.g., no1465

POLCAT star matches), the UF field was set to −99.1466

Two potentially useful classes of data are absent in this combined data file. The first is the detailed1467

photometric and polarimetric information obtained for the duplicate stars that appear in more than1468

one GPIPS FOV because of the overlapping nature of the survey. The polarization information for1469

these stars is merged, as described below, in the unique star file, though FOV-identifying information1470

for each merged star is in the GPSTAR array. The second class of missing data are the FOV-1471

based files of archival data, especially of the archival stars in those files that are not matched to1472

GPIPS stars. These unmatched stars are fully absent in the unique star file and are only listed in1473

the FOV-based files. A less vital third class of missing information involves some of the ancillary1474

polarization information, such as where each star appears on the Mimir detector FOV, which is used1475

for instrumental polarization correction. Any later recalibration of the GPIPS polarization, resulting1476

from updated instrumental polarization corrections, will need to utilize the FOV-based POLCATs1477

and/or to rebuild the unique star file. The fourth, minor, missing element is the metadata for each1478

GPIPS FOV, normally included in the PHOTCATs and POLCATs and supported by the electronic1479

copies of the hand-written observing logs. The GPSTAR array entries provide information about the1480

original FOVs and star numbers in the constituent observations so that these data may be referenced1481

in the FOV-based data products if needed.1482
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Despite these absences, the DR4 unique star data product is potentially the most useful for ac-1483

cessing GPIPS, as it contains virtually all relevant photometric, polarimetric, and parallax data for1484

conducting a wide variety of studies with the least data accessing software overhead.1485

C. POLARIZATION SIGNAL TO NOISE CHOICES AND EFFECTS1486

In Figures 1 through 5 in the text, the Usage Flag (UF) designations introduced in Paper III are1487

seen to reveal important aspects about the nature of these designated stars and the ISM they probe.1488

One aspect of a uniform survey, such as GPIPS, being applied to a wide range of stellar brightnesses is1489

that there is a nearly continuous and wide range of resulting linear polarization signal-to-noise ratios1490

present in the sample of stars. Which ratio values to include and which to reject for a particular1491

scientific study depends on the goals and questions posed. For the purposes of this paper, and its1492

primarily FOV-based median polarization (and magnetic field) characterizations, what is the best1493

balance between the number of stars selected for analysis and the signal-to-noise criterion applied to1494

select them that will also accurately reveal the properties of the magnetic field being surveyed?1495

The UF2 and UF3 classified stars were previously (Paper III) shown to be generally unsuitable as1496

individual probes of plane-of-sky magnetic field properties, though they could serve such purposes1497

with suitable sample- or area-averaging. Addressed here is the question of whether the UF1 stars1498

are suitable or whether additional, more stringent, signal-to-noise criteria must be applied in order1499

to extract meaningful magnetic field properties from the GPIPS data.1500

In the following subsections, the UF1 and UF0 polarization properties for the GPIPS-1619 field1501

are compared, the polarization signal-to-noise distributions for all GPIPS stars are considered, and1502

differences between UF1 and UF0 WGPA (see Section 4.2.2) properties are examined for all GPIPS1503

FOVs as functions of the numbers of stars in each FOV as well as the P50 and WGPA values in each1504

field. The conclusion from this examination is that the UF1 stars, those with mH < 12.5 mag and1505

σP < 2%, are shown to reveal magnetic field properties in the GPIPS-1619 field nearly as well as1506

their UF0 subset. Also, consideration of the full set of GPIPS FOVs does not change this conclusion.1507
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Figure C1. Histograms of debiased polarization percentage P ′ (Left, A-panel) and Galactic position angle

GPA (Right, B-panel) for UF1 stars (red lines) and UF0 stars (those with P′SNR ≥ 3; yellow lines) in

GPIPS-1619 (previously shown as Figure 6 for the UF1 stars only). These histograms were constructed using

accumulated gaussian distribution representations for the properties of each star. Cumulative probability

distributions for the UF1 stars are shown as the smooth red curves that connect points centered in each bin

and are referenced to the right axis labels. Vertical red dashed lines and labels identify the locations of the

three quartile boundaries of the cumulative distributions for the UF1 stars. The similar quartile boundaries

for the UF0 stars are shown as the vertical dashed yellow lines.

C.1. GPIPS-1619 Comparisons1508

Figure C1 presents the same histograms of P ′ and GPA for the UF1 stars found in the GPIPS-16191509

FOV as was previously displayed as Figure 6, but here adds histograms in yellow for the UF0 stars1510

that additionally meet a P′SNR ≥ 3 criterion. Analysis of the UF0 histograms yields P ′ quartile1511

boundaries of 1.76, 2.57, and 3.73% and GPA quartile boundaries of 86.5, 99.2, and 111.6◦, which1512

are indicated as vertical, dashed, yellow lines at the quartile locations. These UF0 star polarization1513

properties do not differ greatly from those derived from the larger UF1 set, though the UF0 P ′ values1514

are biased to greater values through rejection of lesser polarization percentages.1515
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C.2. Polarization Signal-to-Noise Distribution Properties1516

Figure C2.A (top panel), shows histograms of all POLCAT stars as a function of raw (not debiased)1517

polarization signal-to-noise (PSNR ≡ PRAW/σP ) for the UF1, UF2, UF3 subsets and for all GPIPS1518

stars, as red, blue, green, and black curves, respectively. Figure C2.B (lower panel) shows their1519

cumulative distributions. Vertical dashed gray lines indicate where PRAW/σP is unity. When their1520

raw polarization values are debiased to become P ′, all stars to the left of the unity lines would become1521

polarization upper limits. Hence, the PRAW/σP distributions capture better the full range of GPIPS1522

data quality than would the debiased (P′SNR) distributions.1523

In Figure C2.A, the UF2, UF3, and combined (“All”) GPIPS distributions exhibit peaks that are1524

located somewhat to the right of the PSNR unity line. Their cumulative distributions (B-panel) show1525

that their median values are also close to unity PRAW/σP . That the combined GPIPS distribution1526

follows closely the UF2 and UF3 distributions is because those subsamples dominate in numbers of1527

stars over the UF1 sample (90% vs 10%). The UF1 histogram, however, is shifted to higher PSNR1528

values. Its cumulative distribution (B-panel) shows that 20% of UF1 stars have PRAW/σP of unity1529

or less and 80% of the UF1 stars show PRAW/σP in excess of unity.1530

C.3. Effects of Different P′SNR Selections1531

Next, a sweep of P′SNR criterion choices was performed for the GPIPS-1619 FOV stellar data,1532

followed by a limited comparison of results for two P′SNR criterion choices for the full set of GPIPS1533

FOVs. The evaluating quantity was the interquartile range WGPA, selected as likely the most1534

sensitive to changes in the nature of the polarization properties of the different stellar subsamples.1535

For the GPIPS-1619 examination, subsets were drawn from the UF1 stars, applying additional1536

P′SNR criteria that stepped from zero through the UF0 value of three and on to five. The resulting1537

run of WGPA versus P′SNR for the GP1619 FOV is presented in Figure C3. In the Figure, the blue1538

diamonds and blue connecting lines show the decrease in WGPA values as P′SNR is increased. The1539

red triangles and connecting lines show the numbers of stars meeting the P′SNR criteria. Both curves1540

fall with increasing P′SNR, as fewer stars in the GPIPS-1619 FOV meet the selection criterion. The1541
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Figure C2. Raw polarization percentage signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR ≡ PRAW /σP ) distributions of GPIPS

POLCAT stars. Horizontal axes show base-10 logarithm of PSNR. (Top, A-panel) Distributions of PSNR

by UF classification subset. Vertical axis is the fractional probability for each GPIPS UF data subset.

The distribution of PSNR for the combination of all GPIPS POLCAT stars is plotted in black. The UF1

distribution is shown in red. The UF2 and UF3 distributions are shown in blue and green, respectively.

Vertical dashed line represents unity PSNR. (Bottom, B-panel) Cumulative PSNR distributions, with the

same mapping of UF subset type to color. While the UF2 and UF3 stars show median PSNR values near

unity, and thus are expected to exhibit strong noise bias, the UF1 stars are dominated by significant PSNR

ratios.
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overall decrease in WGPA, with P′SNR ranging from zero to five, is about 32% for this FOV while1542

the number of stars decreases by 70%. The lower WGPA values might signal greater coherence of the1543

magnetic field in the plane of the sky, but the associated lower star numbers could also be suggesting1544

the introduction of a bias due to, for example, the selected stars only sampling higher extinction lines1545

of sight. Such lines of sight could be limited to only a small, dusty region within the FOV and not1546

representative of the magnetic field properties across the full FOV.1547

To uncover the nature of possible biases introduced by the addition of a P′SNR criterion to the1548

UF1 selection criteria, a representative ratio R was developed. It was computed from the ratio of1549

the WGPA value found when selecting a stellar subsample of UF1 stars using the UF0 criterion1550

(P′SNR ≥ 3) to the WGPA value for the UF1 stars alone (e.g., R ≡ WGPAUF0/WGPAUF1). Fig-1551

ure C4.A (upper left) shows the histogram of R values obtained for the set of all 3,237 GPIPS FOVs.1552

There is a well-defined peak, near the median, with a mean of 0.66 and standard deviation of 0.12.1553

Figure C4.B (upper right) shows the run of R values with the log of the number of UF1 stars in each1554

GPIPS FOV. No trend is apparent.1555

The similar plots of R versus P50 (Figure C4.C) and WGPA (Figure C4.D) show a couple of1556

possible trends. In the R versus P50 Figure C4 C-panel, there is an absence of low R values where1557

P50 values are high, which suggests that UF1 and UF0 stars in such fields are equally sampling the1558

magnetic field orientations there. In the R versus WGPA D-panel, there is also an absence of low R1559

values where WGPA values are small. The same explanation likely applies, that in regions where the1560

magnetic field is more coherent, and WGPA values are therefore small, UF1 values are not greatly1561

different from UF0 ones.1562

Where R has the greatest spread include low-P50 and high-WGPA FOVs. In those FOVs, R values1563

can be as small as 0.2, likely because the UF0 GPA histogram has collapsed due to having too few1564

constituent stars per FOV. Some R values for low-P50 and high-WGPA FOVs exceed unity, again1565

likely signifying too few UF0 stars are present with which to form meaningful GPA histograms. While1566

UF0 stars, and UF1 stars, are both fine for sampling FOVs where P50 is high and WGPA is low,1567

UF1 stars appear to be better for sampling the low-P50 and/or high-WGPA FOVs.1568
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Figure C3. Interquartile ranges WGPA, and the numbers of selected stars, versus debiased polarization

percentage signal-to-noise P′SNR for stars in the GPIPS-1619 FOV. WGPA values, computed for P′SNR

lower limits stepped by 0.5 from zero, are shown as blue diamonds connected by blue line segments and

are referenced to the left vertical axis. The numbers of stars in the GPIPS-1619 FOV meeting each P′SNR

cutoff are shown as the red triangles connected by red line segments and are referenced to the right vertical

axis. The top horizontal axis indicate polarization position angle uncertainties computed from the P′SNR

limits shown in the bottom axis.

The greatest confidence polarization properties will be obtained by selecting the greatest P′SNR1569

values, such as those of the P′SNR ≥ 3 UF0 subset. However, even across the 76 deg2 of the inner1570

Galactic plane surveyed by GPIPS, such stars are relatively rare. The UF0 stars account for only1571

2.8% of the stars measured for polarization and sample the survey area at 70 arcsec mean separation.1572

Relaxing the P′SNR criterion admits some low confidence polarization values, but does not appear1573
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Figure C4. Behaviors of the ratio R (WGPA for UF0 stars divided by WGPA for UF1 stars) for each FOV.

(Top-left, A-panel) Histogram of R values. The mean is 0.66 and the standard deviation is 0.12. (Top-right,

B-panel) R as a function of log(N) of the number of UF1 stars in each FOV. (Bottom-left, C-panel) R as

a function of the median debiased polarization percentage P50 for UF1 stars in each FOV. (Bottom-right,

D-panel) R as a function of WGPA for the UF1 stars in each FOV. There are very few FOVs with low-R

and high-P50 or with low-R and low-WGPA.

to introduce strong log(N), P50, GPA, or WGPA biases relative to the UF0 subset and may avoid1574

possible problems associated with the UF0 stars in the low-P50 FOVs. The UF1 WGPA values are1575

greater than the UF0 ones, but by a mostly predictable ratio. Also, electing to characterize the1576
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Galactic disk magnetic field properties via the UF1 subsample increases the stellar probe numbers1577

by more than a factor of four, leading to halving of the mean angular sampling separation. For the1578

purposes of the FOV-based median comparisons of polarization (magnetic field orientation) properties1579

offered in the text, the UF1 choice seems appropriate. User-based studies must carefully assess their1580

own selection criteria against their specific science goals.1581

The overall conclusion is that the UF1 selection criteria result in FOV-based samples of stars with1582

measured polarization properties that are able to probe and characterize magnetic field orientations1583

adequately and without the possible biases (especially against low-P50/high-WGPA FOVs) intro-1584

duced when adding additional P′SNR cutoffs.1585
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